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The objective of this Master’s thesis is to develop a model which estimates net 

working capital (NWC) monthly in a year period. The study is conducted by a 

constructive research which uses a case study. The estimation model is designed 

in the need of one case company which operates in project business. 

Net working capital components should be linked together by an automatic model 

and estimated individually, including advanced components of NWC for example 

POC receivables. Net working capital estimation model of this study contains 

three parts: output template, input template and calculation model. The output 

template gets estimate values automatically from the input template and the 

calculation model. Into the input template estimate values of more stable NWC 

components are inputted manually. The calculate model gets estimate values for 

major affecting components automatically from the systems of a company by 

using a historical data and made plans. As a precondition for the functionality of 

the estimation calculation is that sales are estimated in one year period because the 

sales are linked to all NWC components. 
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Tämän diplomityön tavoitteena on kehittää malli nettokäyttöpääoman 

kuukausittaiseen estimointiin vuoden ajalle. Tutkimus toteutetaan 

konstruktiivisena tutkimuksena, joka hyödyntää case-tutkimusta. Estimointimalli 

on kehitetty yhden projektiliiketoiminnassa toimivan case-yrityksen tarpeisiin. 

Nettokäyttöpääoman (NWC) komponentit linkitetään toisiinsa automaattisen 

mallin avulla sekä estimoidaan yksitellen, myös kehittyneemmät komponentit 

kuten osatuloutussaamiset. Tämän tutkimuksen nettokäyttöpääoman 

estimointimalli koostuu kolmesta osasta: tulossivusta, syöttöpohjasta ja 

laskentamallista. Tulossivu saa estimaattilukunsa automaattisesti syöttöpohjasta ja 

laskentamallista. Syöttöpohjaan syötetään manuaalisesti estimaattiluvut 

vähemmän muuttuville NWC komponenteille. Laskentamalli saa 

estimaattilukunsa taas automaattisesti yrityksen järjestelmistä eniten vaikuttaville 

komponenteille hyödyntäen historiadataa ja tehtyjä suunnitelmia. Edellytyksenä 

estimointimallin toimivuudelle on, että myynti on estimoitu vuoden ajalle, sillä 

myynti linkittyy kaikkiin NWC komponentteihin. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The liquidity problems, which companies have especially faced during the global 

financial crisis of 2008, have increased the interest in net working capital which is 

calculated from current assets - current liabilities. Firms have paid more attention 

to unlock cash which is tied up in the net working capital. It has driven to situation 

where firms maintain a minimum net working capital position (Wasiuzzaman & 

Arumugam 2013, p. 50). Net working capital was one of the targets by the strategies 

during the financial crisis because of bad financial times. Attitudes against it has 

changed. Now after the peak of the crisis it is normal to deal with the net working 

capital even without bad financial times (Rockey 2010, p. 20). 

Working capital management is also important if the acquisition of the long term 

liabilities is difficult. For example in China, it is not so easy to have access to long 

term capital markets. These firms have to rely on short term bank loans and trade 

credit to finance their assets. In that case it is possible to use working capital 

management as additional source of finance (Ding et al. 2013, p. 1492). Since the 

global financial crisis focus on net working capital has increased. Financing 

markets are tougher nowadays. To know the level of net working capital makes 

decision making easier in own firm. Then it is easier to prepare enough early in 

coming changes in own financial situation. That is why it is important to firms to 

estimate net working capital besides of other financial estimations. According to 

Gundavelli & Pacheco (2002, p. 32) need for forecast cash flow and net working 

capital more accurately has grown because, besides of tightened cash flow, need for 

timely forecasts has increased as market conditions have become unstable. Also the 

estimation of components will bring visibility which is an important factor to reduce 

net working capital. 

There exist significant differences in net working capital between the industries. 

Value of the net working capital is not stabile either in individual firms where it 

changes yearly (Filbeck & Krueger 2005, p. 17). It’s clear that working capital 

differentiates in different business sectors. The case company of the study has both 
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service and project businesses which are very dissimilar as business markets. 

Service business consists of spare part sales, repair and maintenance. Sales and 

payment terms between customers are quite similar and money comes regularly. 

The changes of net working capital are more predictable. 

Project business of the case company is project-oriented. Single sales orders are 

large and vary a lot annually and quarterly. An average project sale takes about two 

years. Money is not received constantly from the customers and payment terms vary 

by customer. The first advance payment differs between the customers. Net 

working capital changes clearly quarterly and it’s hard to estimate net working 

capital in the long term. 

The case company has Percentage-of-Completion method (POC) involved in its net 

working capital structure. In the Percentage-of-Completion method the total 

contract revenue is allocated over the duration of the project (Dutta & Reichelstein 

2005, p. 532). There are very few researches in which POC is linked with net 

working capital and that is why it has to be clarified how POC affects in NWC. 

At this moment the case company has a variable amount and quality of tools for 

estimating net working capital but they aren’t enough reliable and accurate. 

Currently planning the short-term finance is difficult and interest earnings might be 

lost and interest expenses higher than necessary because of ineffective cash 

management. That’s why the case company wants to develop a model for the 

estimation. The short-term finance could be planned better with the developed tool. 

It will make it possible to invest extra funds to get interest earnings. It will also be 

easier to plan more favorable financing decisions for coming cash deficits. 

 

1.2 Research questions and limitations 

Purpose of the research is to develop a model which estimates net working capital 

monthly in a year period. The model should be reliable and user-friendly. The goal 

is attained by the research questions. The main research question is: 

 “How net working capital can be estimated in project business?” 
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The main research question is supported by sub-questions. The sub-questions are: 

 “Which items in balance sheet have an effect on net working capital and 

which items of them vary most?” 

 “What kinds of effect Percentage-of-Completion method has on net working 

capital?” 

The model is decided to be developed in Microsoft Excel because it is expected that 

Excel would make the calculation of the model in the easiest way. In addition 

everybody knows how to use it. The data to Excel will be taken out from existing 

reporting systems which are already used in the case company. 

Only the project business of the case company is discussed in the study and service 

business is not taken in it. The estimation of net working capital is easier in service 

business because it is more predictable and stabile. Net working capital changes 

more in project business and the estimation of it is more needed in project business 

of the case company. There are also different systems in use in different business 

lines which makes creating of a combined tool, suitable for both business lines, 

really difficult. 

Net working capital is limited so that the focus is on financial perspective (current 

assets less current liabilities), not on operational perspective (Cash Conversion 

Cycle). Turnover times are not so significant information source in project business 

as in manufacturing business, so monetary net working capital is used. Net working 

capital is viewed from management accounting, not from financial accounting, 

view of point meaning that financial instruments are not taken into consideration in 

net working capital. 

 

1.3 Methods 

This study contains two sections: theory section and empiric section. Literature 

review is used in the theory section. Found theories from the literature supports the 

empiric section. Any frameworks are not designed in the estimation of net working 

capital and existing researches in the topic are written very few. That is why 
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individual theories and definitions must be applied when designing the estimation 

model. 

The empiric section will be executed as constructive research which uses a case 

study to solve research questions. According to Kasanen et al. (1991, pp. 300-305) 

constructive research method is an applied study which creates new knowledge and 

aims to certain goals and applications. It generally means problem-solving by 

building, for example, a model, a plan, an organization or a machine. In business 

economics a problem-solving could be a new financial system or a new financing 

instrument. However, problem-solving must be linked to earlier studies and the 

functionality and innovation of the problem-solving must be indicated (Kasanen et 

al. 1991, pp. 300-305). In this study the estimation model works a problem-solver 

and is created to estimate net working capital. Even though data for the empiric 

section is collected from the case company’s internal sources, found theories in the 

theory section support the design so that the theoretical knowledge is the basis of 

the model. 

A case company is used in the constructive research to achieve the goals of the 

study. Järvinen & Järvinen (2000, p. 58-59) indicate that case study fits as a research 

method in empirical studies. With one or more cases some theories and conceptual 

sets can be described better than with definitions. Certain claims and definitions 

could be tested and clarified. 

The model is designed in the need of the case company. Several employees of the 

case company have been interviewed so that certain points will be taken into 

account in the model and familiarization with the subject will be easier. The studied 

claims and definitions will be tested and executed in practice. It will give a good 

figure how the designed estimation model works and how net working capital can 

be estimated in practice. Used data in testing are the values of one business line in 

project business from the years 2014-2015. The model is tested by actual data which 

gives a better figure to estimation how accurate the model is when the values of the 

model are compared to actual values. 
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1.4 Structure 

There are six chapters in this research. The structure of thesis is described in figure 

1. There is the introduction of the study in the first chapter: what is its background 

and how is it executed. The chapter 2 forms the theory section of the research. The 

literature review contains definitions of net working capital, its estimation and 

management. Working capital management contains the presentation of NWC 

components, including POC receivables (Percentage-of-Completion method). 

The empire section consists of chapters three, four and five. The third chapter 

includes the introduction of the case company and net working capital in it. It gives 

basic information to help the understanding how the results are formed in the study. 

The fourth chapter contains the results of the study and the fifth chapter contains 

analysis of the results and discussion about the differences between found theories 

and results. In the sixth chapter is conclusions which contain the summary. 

 

Figure 1. The structure of the thesis  
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2 NET WORKING CAPITAL 

2.1 Definition 

Net working capital has several meanings by different authors (Gil-Lafuente 2005, 

p. 61). In this study the definition of net working capital is used in the same way as 

in the case company. According to Niskanen & Niskanen (2010, p. 61) and 

Aravindan & Ramanathan (2013, p. 4) working capital is defined as the total 

amount of funds which company has invested in current assets such as cash, 

accounts receivables, marketable securities and inventories. 

Yritystutkimusneuvottelukunta (1999, p. 60) has included also POC receivables in 

current assets if a firm has Percentage-of-Completion method in use. According to 

Hillier et al. (2011, p. 34) current assets are assets which will be converted to cash 

within a year. 

Hofmann et al. (2011, p. 13), Niskanen & Niskanen (2010, p. 61) and Aravindan & 

Ramanathan (2013, p. 4) indicate that net working capital is formed when current 

liabilities are reduced from working capital, in other words current assets. The 

calculation is shown in equation 1. 

Net working capital = Current assets – Current liabilities (1) 

Current liabilities are liabilities which are meant to be paid in everyday business, 

within a year (Jain et al. 2013, p. 177). They contain short-term financial liabilities, 

accounts payables, short-term reserves and other short-term liabilities (Hofmann et 

al. 2011, p. 13). Also advances received are included in current liabilities. Advance 

payments are a part of the advanced net working capital and have a recognized role 

in working capital management in several firms (Talonpoika et al. 2014, p. 342). 

Niskanen & Niskanen (2010, p. 61) indicate that net working capital tells how much 

of current assets are financed by long-term liabilities or equity. It also measures 

company’s liquidity so how a company gets through short-term commitments with 

current assets. According to Aravindan & Ramanathan (2013, p. 5) net working 

capital tells to a company how much is left for operational requirement.  
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Authors say current assets and liabilities are assets which are supposed to be 

converted to cash within a year. In the project business it could be a longer time. In 

the case company there are projects which last from two to five years when a 

warranty time is taken also into account. Only the delivery time of the project can 

last two years. So in project business cash conversion is a longer time than a year. 

Net working capital viewed as operational view leaves financial items, such as cash 

and short-term financial liabilities out and focus only on process-related items 

(Viskari et al. 2011, p. 100). Operating assets and liabilities must be managed 

comprehensively rather than individually (Hill et al. 2010, p. 784). Figure 2 

describes net working capital in the view of management accounting. In this case 

cash balances and marketable securities are left out. POC receivables belongs to 

current assets if a firm has Percentage-of-Completion method in its NWC structure. 

 

Figure 2. Net working capital on the balance sheet (Adapted from Hofmann et al. 

2011, p. 14) 

Net working capital can be positive or negative. According to Hofmann et al. (2011, 

p. 13) when net working capital is positive, part of the working capital is financed 

with long-term available capital. When net working capital is negative, part of fixed 

assets is financed with short-term available capital. 

In figure 2 current assets are larger than current liabilities. That means net working 

capital is positive and current assets are financed by current liabilities and partly by 

long-term liabilities. It is also possible that shareholders have to finance current 

assets if long-term debt is not possible to be got. 

Fixed assets Equity

Long-term liabilities

Current assets

- Inventories

- Accounts receivable and Current liabilities

  other assets - Accounts payable

(- POC receivables) - Advances received

- Short-term reserves

- Other short-term liabilities

Balance sheet LiabilitiesAssets

Net working capital
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If it was the other way around in figure 2 and current liabilities were larger than 

current assets net working capital would be negative and current assets and part of 

fixed assets would be financed by current liabilities. Then customers would finance 

a firm’s current assets. In the case company the value of net working capital is 

negative. In this case the customers finance their current assets by paying advances. 

The current assets are also financed by the suppliers for the case company has 

payment terms with long credits to have larger accounts payables. 

One way to describe net working capital is also Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC). It 

is the time between paying actually for the inventory and collecting cash from the 

sale. It is calculated from the difference between the operating cycle and accounts 

payable period (DPO, Days Payable Outstanding). Operating cycle is the sum of 

inventory period (DIO, Days Inventory Outstanding) and accounts receivable 

period (DSO, Days Sales Outstanding). It is an operation from having first an 

inventory which will be converted to a receivable by selling it and lastly converting 

the receivable to cash by collecting the sale. Thus the operating cycle shows how a 

product moves through the current asset accounts. (Ross et al. 2008, p. 627-628). 

The lower the CCC the more efficiently a company has managed its working capital 

(Ding et al. 2013, p. 1492). 

In CCC net working capital is measured as cycle times (Viskari et al. 2011, p. 100). 

Components are divided by sales and then multiplied by number of days. The 

number of days is the same number of days from which is calculated the sales. 

Normally inventories and accounts payables are divided by COGS but using sales 

as denominator makes the compare of components more valuable and simpler (Shin 

& Soenen 1998, p. 38). Modified cash conversion cycle (mCCC) includes also other 

components of net working capital in the calculation of CCC. Received advance 

payments could be for example these other components (Talonpoika et al. 2014, p. 

342). If net working capital was calculated as cycle times in the case company 

mCCC would be suitable for it because it takes into account also other components 

of NWC. 

However, CCC or mCCC are not useful for the case company. Measuring NWC as 

cycle times is more useful for manufacturing where everyday business is more 
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regular and it is important to follow up inventory turnovers. In project business of 

the case company everyday business is much more irregular and seasonal. Cycle 

times would vary so much that they would not bring any added value. Analyzing 

cycle times would be really challenging then and conclusions could be wrong. 

 

2.2 Working capital management 

The efficient management of the net working capital presumes the efficient 

management of main components of net working capital: accounts receivables, 

inventories and accounts payables (Wasiuzzaman & Arumugam 2013, p. 51). To 

optimize these components happen by shortening accounts receivables and 

inventories and increasing accounts payables. By optimizing the components of the 

net working capital, a firm could improve its profitability (Garcia et al. 2011, p. 31-

32). Efficient working capital management can lead to lower cost, better 

performance and an improved competitive position (Rockey 2010, p. 20). It is really 

important to meet the market needs while emphasizing the role of net working 

capital levels and current asset management. By noticing the market needs it is 

possible to avoid unnecessary costs of capital invested (Bolek & Wolski 2012, p. 

182). 

Besides of profitability successful working capital management improves also 

liquidity. Improved liquidity is important in present-day financial situation. 

According to Taylor (2011, p. 12) a good working capital management gives a firm 

the flexibility to its operations, improve liquidity, maintain or increase profitability 

and reply to challenging economic situation. Smith (2012, p. 4) says cash flow can 

be significantly increased and financial requirements reduced by reducing net 

working capital. 

Working capital management is linked to the capital structure and liquidity. A 

positive net working capital is financed by long term capital (Bolek & Wolski 2012, 

p. 182). Most of the firms have the positive net working capital. That means they 

need to finance their inventories and receivables (Ross et al. 2008, p. 632). The net 

working capital can also be negative. In that case fixed assets are financed by short 
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term liabilities. When the net working capital is zero are current assets and short 

term liabilities equal (Bolek & Wolski 2012, p. 182). The value of the net working 

capital differ between the industries (Filbeck & Krueger 2005, p. 17). It really 

depends on the nature of the business whether the net working capital is positive or 

negative. In some businesses advances are invoiced and received which reduces 

NWC and in some businesses a high inventory level must be kept which increases 

NWC. In the case company net working capital is negative as mentioned in chapter 

2.1. It is mainly because of the high level of advances received and accounts 

payables and the low level of inventory compared to other components. 

In ideal cases the net working capital is negative. It indicates that customers and 

suppliers of the firm are used as a source of interest-free financing. In those cases 

the firm does not have so much cash tied up in its own processes (Hofmann & 

Kotzab 2010, p. 310). Negative net working capital makes lower funding costs 

possible and increases profitability. Negative NWC ratio also bears risks and 

insufficiencies. Insufficient inventory leads to a possible loss of production and 

supply shortage which can harm growth and result in a loss of goodwill towards 

customers (Hofmann & Belin 2011, p. 6). Negative net working capital has been 

found to have advantages. It has also risks but they just need to be identified and in 

control by risk management. 

Also the organizational culture has effect on net working capital. By own NWC 

policy is possible to impact on the level of net working capital. Bolek & Wolski 

(2012, p. 182) say the decision of how to manage the net working capital comes 

from the corporate level. The target level of the net working capital belongs to 

corporate strategies. According to Smith (2012, p. 4) working capital is a really 

large investment for most businesses. So management should have a major focus 

on it. Working capital management should really be part of the culture of the 

business. Smid (2007, p. 133) agrees to need of organizational commitment in net 

working capital. So that major focus on working capital management could be 

possible, the full management of the firm should be committed to it. It may require 

changing behaviors and growing competencies within the organization. To get best 

results, all NWC components should be addressed simultaneously. 
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Additionally, it is possible to describe working capital management in the way that 

net working capital can be managed in an aggressive way or in a conservative way. 

In the conservative approach the firm uses mostly long-term sources to finance its 

operations. In the aggressive approach the firm has fewer current assets in 

proportion of total assets (Ukaegbu 2014, p. 2). When the working capital policy is 

aggressive, the value of net working capital is lower. The expectation is that the 

firm having the aggressive working capital management has higher profitability but 

greater risk. When the net working capital ratio is higher, the working capital policy 

is conservative. Then the firm is having a high proportion of capital in liquidity 

asset but forgo profitability (Bei & Wijewardana 2012, p. 697). 

In the case company’s project business net working capital is tied to individual 

projects for a long time. Hillier et al. (2011, p. 247) describe the situation when net 

working capital is not tied in the project anymore. When the project ends, 

inventories have been sold, accounts receivables have been collected, bills have 

been paid and cash balances can be drown down. These actions free up the net 

working capital in the project. Thus the investment in net working capital in a 

project resembles a loan quite a lot. 

 

2.2.1 Accounts receivables 

While selling goods and services, a company can demand cash on the delivery date, 

before the delivery date or after the delivery date by granting credit to customers. 

An accounts receivable is created when credit is granted to a customer (Hillier et 

al. 2011, p. 526). 

The accounts receivables period consists of making the credit sale, sending of a 

cheque to the firm by the customer, depositing the cheque and crediting the amount 

of the cheque to the company’s account. It’s possible to reduce the receivables 

period by speeding up the cheque mailing, processing and clearing. But the major 

determinant of the receivables period is credit policy which includes for example 

the terms of sale. The credit period is length of time for the granted credit. It varies 

in different industries but it is normally between 30 and 120 days (Hillier et al. 
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2011, p. 527-529). In the case company the credit period varies depending on a 

customer but it is from 30 to 60 days. Few customers, mainly in China, have 

exceptional payment methods like bank acceptance in which payment times could 

be months. Those are avoided but sometimes they are just a term to get a sale. 

By restrictive collection of accounts receivables it is possible to reduce financial 

risks affected by write-offs and late payment. Reducing financial risks also improve 

the profitability. (Taylor 2011, p. 14). If accounts receivables rise a lot, it may tell 

that the working capital management is not efficient in a firm. In that case it takes 

longer time to collect payments from customers when a firm has less cash to fund 

its current assets (Ding et al. 2013, p. 1492). 

According to Smid (2007, p. 133) accounts receivables can be improved for 

example by: 

 Effective organizational structure of collections management 

 Proactive collection strategy for each type of customer 

 High automation in the dunning letter process 

 High direct debit penetration 

 Unification and harmonization of billing processes 

The payment policy is not the only factor in the level of account receivables. 

Systems have also impact on it. The ways to improve management of account 

receivables are the credit policy and the collection processes. 

 

2.2.2 Inventories 

Inventories consist of raw materials, work in progress and finished goods. Raw 

materials are materials which are used as a starting point in the company’s 

production process. Raw material could be for example an iron ore for a steel 

manufacturer. Work in progress means unfinished products. That how large the 

work in progress is depends on how long the length of the production process is. 

For example for airframe manufacturer work in progress can be really significant. 
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Finished goods are products which are ready to ship or sell (Hillier et al. 2011, p. 

539). 

A high level of inventory ties up current assets significantly. If customers need short 

delivery times, high levels of inventory are essential (Hofmann 2009, p. 717). 

Inventories are a significant investment for many companies. It’s depending on the 

industry how large the inventories are in a company. But normally for a 

manufacturing company inventories are more than 15 per cent of assets. For a 

retailing company inventories instead are more than 25 per cent of assets (Hillier et 

al. 2011, p. 539). In the case company inventories are a little bit under 20 per cent 

of total assets. Work in progress is over 60 per cent of inventories. In project 

business the share is significantly higher. 

The goal for firms is to achieve a particular production level with the lowest 

possible costs. In that way is possible to minimize a tied-up capital (Hofmann 2009, 

p. 717). To improve net working capital in inventories, it can be done by the 

following improvements: 

 Robust and integrated forecasting and demand planning process 

 Standard supply chain management across the organization 

 Integrated system for continuous tracking and communication of 

performance 

 Management focus on slow moving and obsolete inventory 

 Advanced inventory management techniques 

(Smid 2007, p. 133) 

So to improve inventory management production processes must be in control. It 

requires suitable systems. Also the organizational structure and culture should be 

working. 
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2.2.3 Accounts payables 

Higher accounts payables mean that a firm gets better contract terms from its 

suppliers. That is favorable for a firm. It is also possible that it indicates that a firm 

is paying too slowly to its suppliers which is resulted from a poor working capital 

management efficiency or from a poor liquidity (Ding et al. 2013, p. 1492). 

Management of accounts payables could sometimes be short-sighted. Some firms 

could withhold payments to improve their liquidity. However, that is not a 

sustainable strategy which can lead to that the trust from the suppliers could be lost 

(Taylor 2011, p. 12). 

Accounts payables should be managed separately from accounts receivables for 

relationship with suppliers is totally different than with customers. Relative 

bargaining power, the nature of competition, industry structure and switching costs 

form the terms that a firm can dictate to its customers or has to accept from its 

suppliers. Almost always the relationships will differ (Kaiser & Young 2009, p. 68-

69). 

If a company has a flexible working capital policy, it will likely to keep a 

marketable securities portfolio. Then the costs will come from the trading costs 

related to buying and selling securities. But if a company has a restrictive working 

capital policy, it will likely to correspond to cash shortages by borrowing in the 

short term. Then the costs will come from the interest and other expenses related to 

arranging a loan (Hillier et al. 2011, p. 519). 

Accounts payables can be improved for example in the following areas: 

 Supplier payment terms extended or changed 

 Consolidation and control of spend 

 Use of central function 

 Strict rules to limit early/pre-payments 

 Infrequent payment runs 

(Smid 2007, p. 133) 
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Also in the managing of the accounts payables the proper balance should be found. 

The extended payment terms will certainly improve the net working capital. But 

accounts payables should be managed in the way that supplier relationships would 

not become too harmful. 

 

2.2.4 Advances received 

Advance payments are a part of the net working capital and have a recognized role 

in working capital management in several firms (Talonpoika et al. 2014, p. 342). 

According to Mullins (2009, p. 5) firms should target to negative net working 

capital by advance payments from customers. In that way a firm can sell and 

delivery a product before paying for it. 

Normally advance payments are linked to project business. Because of the recent 

financial crisis also other businesses as project business started to receive advances. 

Credit was not easily available so firms started to use advance payments as another 

source of finance. (Talonpoika et al. 2014, p. 342). Project business including 

engineering and construction is a risky business because of long development and 

implementation times. Advance payments are used to reduce the risk (Berends & 

Dhillon 2004, p. 335-336). 

In project business, so also in the case company, advance payments have been 

typically involved. Advances received are a significant factor to reduce net working 

capital. With them customers will, at least partly, finance the delivered projects. 

 

2.2.5 POC receivables 

POC receivables are unfinished works, not liquidity items, by nature. They are 

related to work in progress in current assets in the structure of net working capital. 

Advances received can be netted against POC receivables in which case POC 

receivables do not represent the real amount of POC receivables although it would 

not misrepresent the value of net working capital (Yritystutkimusneuvottelukunta 
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1999, p. 33, 60). POC receivables are in the structure of net working capital if a 

firm has the Percentage-of-Completion method in use. The case company has POC 

receivables in its NWC structure. Next is introduced what the Percentage-of-

Completion method is. 

In the Percentage-of-Completion (POC) method the total contract revenue is 

allocated over the duration of the project. The revenue recognized in a given period 

is proportional to how much is completed of the total contract in that period (Dutta 

& Reichelstein 2005, p. 532). The value of the revenue recognition in a month is 

calculated from the estimated percentage of completion in the month multiplied by 

the total estimated sales of the project (Munier 2013, p. 142). POC in a given period 

is generally approximated by the ratio how much of costs are expected to be 

achieved in that period from the expected total cost of the project. Thus, a share of 

the total contract price is matched with the related cost in each period (Dutta & 

Reichelstein 2005, p. 532). 

IFRS has defined IAS 11 in which are requirements on revenue recognitions for 

construction contracts. According to IFRS (2013, p. A638- A643) a construction 

contract is a contract negotiated for the construction of an asset, such as a bridge, 

building or ship, or for the construction of a number of assets which are closely 

interrelated to design, technology or function for example construction of refineries 

and other complex pieces of plant or equipment. If the outcome of a construction 

contract is estimated reliably, contract revenue and costs associated with the 

contract can be recognized by reference to the stage of completion of the contract 

activity at the end of the fiscal period. Expected losses have to be recognized as 

expenses immediately after realizing. Contract revenues are matched with how 

much contract costs have incurred in reaching the stage of completion. Contract 

revenues and expenses can be attributed to the proportion of work completed (IFRS 

2013, p. A638-A643). 

Construction contracts can be accounted by Percentage-of-Completion method 

(POC) or Completed Contract method (CC). IAS11 allows both of the methods. In 

the Completed Contract method all the revenues and expenses are recognized all at 

once when the contract is completed (Larson & Brown 2001, p. 47-52). Revenue 
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recognition in the Percentage-of-Completion method means that the revenue must 

be recognized in the accounting periods when the services are done. To achieve the 

milestone of the recognition of revenue and expenses a transaction that involves 

providing services/benefits to customer is required (Dylag & Kucharczyk 2011, p. 

31). 

IFRS (2013, p. A644) indicates that the stage of completion of a contract can be 

determined in many ways. However, the used method has to measure reliably the 

work performed. Progress payments and advances received from a customer do not 

reflect how much work is performed. Methods may include: 

 the proportion that contract costs incurred for work performed to date bear 

to the estimated total contract costs 

 surveys of work performed 

 completion of a physical proportion of the contract work 

(IFRS 2013, p. A644) 

There are not many different methods to recognize revenues and expenses because 

of definitions drawn up by IFRS. Daneshgari & Moore (2013, p. C24) bring out 

three methods for recognizing revenues and expenses in the Percentage-of-

Completion method (POC): 

1. Cost-to-cost (CTC) 

 How much costs have incurred as a portion of estimated costs 

2. Effort expended (EE) 

 Physical measurement as how much work, not hours or money 

spent, has been performed compared to total work 

3. Units installed (UI) 

 How much of material has been installed to date as a portion of the 

expected material in place at project completion 

(Daneshgari & Moore 2013, p. C24) 

Additionally, POC milestone method is one method to revenue recognitions. It is 

also used in the case company. According to Weiss (2009, p. 2) for a milestone is 
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evaluated a date when the milestone will be achieved. A milestone could be based 

on a whole or a part on the vendor’s performance or a specific outcome resulting 

from the vendor’s performance. It is achieved when a whole, a part or a specific 

outcome on the vendor’s performance is ready. Dylag & Kucharczyk (2011, p. 31) 

also referred to POC milestones in their research. POC milestone is achieved when 

services/benefit have been provided to a customer. For example it could be that 

some part’s engineering or manufacturing is ready. Weiss (2009, p. 2) indicates that 

the milestone can’t be based on the passage of time or the vendor’s progress. 

A comprehensive revenue recognition model that suits for both U.S. Generally 

Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP) and International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) recognizes revenue to present the transfer of goods or services to 

a customer in an amount that is expected to be exchanged for those goods or 

services. It could also be said the customer will be paying for a ready solution which 

is a part of the totality rather than for progress of construction with a committed 

factor, such as hours worked, percentage of cost incurred or quantity of material 

installed. It means that the customer will pay for outcome of the construction, not 

just output. In that case the supplier will get paid for example for finishing the 

planning or engineering and delivering the finished intangible goods to transfer the 

value to the project. It does not matter how much time or cost has been spent 

(Daneshgari & Moore 2013, p. C26). This thinking suits for revenue recognition 

via POC milestones. In POC milestones revenue and expenses are recognized every 

time when a part of the solution is ready. Then an outcome is provided to a 

customer. 

Because the revenue recognition is based on the progress how much work is done 

revenues can be recognized even before construction has started. Normally 

customer payments are construction-linked so revenues recognized can be 

significantly higher than cash received from customers. But also cash received from 

customers can be higher than revenues recognized. Revenues recognized is not at 

all depended on how much cash is received from customers. But ideally, revenues 

recognized would be close to cash received from customers (Evalueserve 2009, p. 
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2). Money could be committed to a solution before manufacturing has not even 

started. Generally it means designing and engineering. 

By recognizing revenues and expenses via POC milestones the scheduled 

Percentage-of-Completion and the actual percentage of completion are not even. 

Costs are cumulated so unpredictably that there is always differences. According to 

Munier (2013, p. 142) the scheduled Percentage-of-Completion and the actual 

percentage of completion can be compared. The difference tells how the project has 

progressed time-wise. If the actual percentage is greater than scheduled percentage 

the project is ahead of schedule. 

 

2.3 Estimation of net working capital 

Many companies have significant amounts of net working capital because of 

variable and slightly unpredictable financial inflows and outflows. Because of these 

challenges firms have higher net working capital than is necessary (Hofmann & 

Kotzab 2010, p. 308). Balance sheet structure will be different in future periods 

because of business operations. Therefore it would be wise to estimate net working 

capital so the decision-making based on net working capital would be easier (Gil-

Lafuente, 2005, p. 67). In this moment net working capital estimation is insufficient 

in the case company. It is identified and wanted to be improved so the decision 

making will get easier. 

Net working capital has to be processed like budgeting so it must be estimated by 

effective planning in advance. The basis of estimating net working capital is 

provided by measuring each component and monetization (Aravindan & 

Ramanathan 2013, p. 7-8). Also according to Jain et al. (2013, p. 208) computation 

and estimation of net working capital is mostly based on the individual components 

of current assets and current liabilities (Jain et al. 2013, p. 208). Influences can be 

taken for example from cash management to net working capital estimation. Badell 

et al. (2004, p. 48) say that working capital management concentrates on short term 

financial decisions, unlike the capital budgeting, and for that reason is closely 

associated to cash management. When Gundavelli & Pacheco (2002, p. 32) express 
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cash forecasting, they discuss about forecasting net working capital components 

like accounts receivables. 

Generally sales and earnings are predicted first in NWC estimation. Accounting 

estimates, such as future cash flow estimates, will be derived from sales and 

earnings predictions (Lev et al. 2010, p. 782). Estimates of short-term debts consist 

of suppliers, clients, other creditors and bills to be paid. To forecast amounts for 

them from the sources of information, will be proceeded from the provisions of the 

cash and sales budgets. Results will be got from the estimated operating statement 

(Gil-Lafuente 2005, p. 59-60). So sales should be estimated first because it has a 

link to all other components. According to Aravindan & Ramanathan (2013, p. 8) 

all components vary when the level of sales changes. Also Hillier et al. (2012, p. 

290) expand that accounts receivables, inventories and current liabilities, such as 

accounts and other payables, are associated with sales. 

With a model it is possible to figure out the linkages among all the variables 

affecting to net working capital. All variables are linked to one common result. 

When one variable changes, the result changes too. The model for estimating 

working capital is built from a firm’s data and it’s a function of all components 

including raw material inventory, work-in-progress inventory, finished goods 

inventory, accounts receivables and payables. The developed model in the 

spreadsheet displays the estimated working capital for the given data (Aravindan & 

Ramanathan 2013, p. 8). Probably the best way to do the forecasting is the 

combination of software tool and human user. The developed software tool should 

do the biggest job in the starting point and the human user should check the review 

and, if necessary, make the final changes manually (Gundavelli & Pacheco 2002, 

p. 32). So one practice to create estimation model is to download data from the 

firm’s system and calculate the data in the spreadsheet, for example in Microsoft 

Excel, by a calculate model. Lastly the user should check the calculated data and, 

possibly, do corrections manually. Next is introduced two examples how net 

working capital estimation has been executed. In the first example confidence 

intervals are used as practice. And in the second example cost elements and 

historical data were used to estimation. 
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Gil-Lafuente (2005, p. 67-70) gave an example how to estimate net working capital. 

Operating accounts were estimated individually. Valuations for accounts were 

given by means of confidence intervals not by exact values. It results from 

uncertainty in purchase prices, sales and the amount of production. Also variations 

which were affecting to operating accounts were estimated. Finally the estimated 

operating accounts were added together to calculate current assets less current 

liabilities for the end of the accounting period. 

Hassim et al. (2003, p. 369-374) researched the estimation of working capital for 

construction projects in Malaysia. The research focused on how to estimate working 

capital for projects which were wanted to be executed by minimum cash 

requirements. Variables in the estimation calculation were managed as cost 

elements which are equipment cost, labor cost, material cost and subcontractor cost 

in the research.  

The estimation is based on percentages of variables of the contract value. These 

percentages are calculated from a historical data for variables which are influencing 

on net working capital. In order that the historical data could be utilized the 

following assumptions should be realized: 

1. Proportions of the all expenditure are uniform throughout the contract 

period 

2. The project should collect the historical data from projects with a similar 

background 

3. Because knowing the actual cost of each element is not possible during the 

planning level these costs will be estimated as a percentage of the contract 

value 

(Hassim et al. 2003, p. 369-374). 

There is also an example how to forecast accounts receivables. Gundavelli & 

Pacheco (2002, p. 32) have discovered the way to estimate accounts receivables. 

The forecast of them should not be based on the firm’s payment terms. Customer 

DSO history should be taken into account for it will give more intuitive figure into 

when payments from customers will come in. The forecast will be likely more 
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accurate then. In practically a system should take out invoice dates and history 

payment patterns of the customers. After that the system should calculate average 

DSO for a customer which means how many days in average would it take to get a 

payment from the customer. 

If there are items which are difficult to forecast, it is better to use actuals as forecasts 

(Hillier et al. 2012, p. 292). Besides of using actuals to estimation, own evaluations 

could be also another way to resolve estimation of components which do not have 

link to other components. Or they are hard to predict. Hillier et al. (2012, p. 290) 

extend that many companies have other liabilities that do not accrue interest. These 

liabilities are not debt in a conventionally way. How to forecast them depends on 

the transactions affecting them. These other liabilities could be large reserves for 

the estimated payments that will be made in the future. Or they could be reserves 

for damages which are under an obligation by the company, such as accidents or 

environmental liabilities. To forecast them you have to make your own evaluations. 
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3 CASE STUDY 

3.1 Presentation of case company 

The case company has both service and project business. The service business 

consists of life-cycle services, sales of spare parts and smaller technology 

improvements. However, the service business does not belong to this case study. 

The project business provides customers new technologies and solutions and larger 

machine rebuilds. Providing these goods to customers is a long project. When a 

contract is signed with a customer it will take from half a year to two years to deliver 

the goods to the customer. The delivery period consists of engineering, purchasing, 

manufacturing, assembly, testing, packing and forwarding and installation. After 

the delivery period is a two years long warranty period. 

Every project is individual. The engineering starts always in the beginning of every 

project when the project is designed in accordance with the wishes of the customer. 

So there is not any modules for solutions and machines but a customer decides 

every detail to solutions and machines. The price of the goods changes from 

hundred thousand euros to hundreds of millions euros. At the same time there is a 

great variety projects in a progress which are in a different phase, in a different size 

category and have a different structure. 

The case company is a global company which is listed in Helsinki stock exchange. 

The competition in a market is tough for the case company. Some new competitors 

have entered to the market and at the same time the demand has decreased so 

marginal profits have become lower. This forces companies in the market to cost 

efficiency and to pay more attention to liquidity. That has driven also the case 

company to improve its estimation of net working capital. In that way it can better 

forecast the capital structure so it can adjust to the demand of short term liabilities. 

Because of having not too much short term liabilities it can achieve the ideal level 

for them which decreases interest expenses, even a million or more in a year, and 

thus improves the profitability. At the same time the liquidity improves. 
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3.2 Net working capital in the case company 

Typical manufacturing firms have only inventories, accounts receivables and 

accounts payables in the structure of net working capital if NWC is viewed as an 

operational view. Those are the only balance sheet accounts where money has been 

committed in everyday business. According to Ross et al. (2008, p. 632) net 

working capital is normally positive. That means firms need to finance their 

inventories and receivables (Ross et al. 2008, p. 632). It is normally due to there is 

so much value in every categories of inventories: raw materials, work-in-progress 

and finished goods. It has to be certain inventory levels in every sections to deliver 

goods in short delivery times to the customer. So there must be also finished goods 

in inventories. Accounts payables are not so large that they cover inventories and 

accounts receivables to have negative net working capital. How large accounts 

payables are is depended on the business but every firm wants to have as suitable 

payment terms as possible. Accounts receivables are collected efficiently every 

time when payments are late. The level of accounts receivables is wanted to keep 

as low as possible. 

Net working capital is much more different in the case company compared to 

typical manufacturing firms which are normally used as examples in studies and 

textbooks. The service business of the case company belongs to those firms but the 

project business which only is handled in this research is totally different. 

Net working capital is defined in the view of management accounting in the case 

company. In that case financial instruments, for example cash and short-term 

financial liabilities, are left out. Then net working capital represents better daily 

operational business. How NWC acts in the case company it is all about projects. 

In the case company net working capital is totally different. The case company is 

managing net working capital in an aggressive way. That is not only because of the 

organizational culture. It is also because of the nature of the project business. It is 

normal to get advance payments from the customers to reduce the net working 

capital. Advance payments are the biggest reason why the case company has 

negative net working capital in project business. Projects are long so it would be 
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suitable for the supplier to demand advance payments from the customer. In that 

case customers are financing the projects. Money is committed in different ways in 

a project compared to manufacturing firms. 

 

3.2.1 Net working capital structure 

Net working capital structure in the case company is represented in Table 1. There 

are example values for two months so it can be seen how radically NWC can change 

in a month. These example values are from one business line of project business 

and show typical values and changes for every account. 

Table 1. NWC structure in the case company with example values (1000 EUR) 

    Month 1 Month 2 

        

Net working capital = -108 000 -135 000 

Inventories + 115 000 127 000 

Materials and supplies   15 000 15 000 

Work in progress   100 000 112 000 

Finished products   0 0 

Operative receivables, ext. + 95 000 57 000 

Accounts receivables, ext.   75 000 35 000 

Other receivables, ext.   20 000 22 000 

Operative liabilities, ext. - 284 000 293 000 

Accounts payables, ext.   70 000 58 000 

Advances received, ext.   43 000 51 000 

    Open advance invoices, CC   3 000 1 000 

    Received advance payments, CC   40 000 50 000 

Provisions   133 000 148 000 

    Warranty provision   40 000 40 000 

    Missing cost provision   85 000 100 000 

    Other provisions   8 000 8 000 

Other liabilities, ext.   38 000 36 000 

POC + -34 000 -26 000 

POC: Revenue in excess of adv. billings   37 000 43 000 

    POC receivables (+)   335 000 285 000 

    Received advance payments, POC (-)   -290 000 -240 000 

    Open advance invoices, POC (-)   -8 000 -2 000 

POC: Adv. billings in excess of revenue   71 000 69 000 

    POC receivables (-)   -220 000 -205 000 

    Received advance payments, POC (+)   265 000 270 000 

    Open advance invoices, POC (+)   26 000 4 000 
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It can be seen there are different kinds of accounts in the NWC structure. It involves 

normal NWC accounts (Inventories, accounts receivables and payables) and 

accounts which are involved because of the nature of project business. The major 

affecting accounts in NWC are work in progress, accounts receivables, ext. and 

payables, ext., advances received, ext., warranty and missing cost provisions and 

POC receivables. They have largest values and they are also changing the most. 

There can be big changes even in a month in those accounts. The only exception of 

them is warranty provision which is quite stabile like materials and supplies and 

other receivables, liabilities and provisions also. Typically, the structure of NWC 

in project business includes at least inventories, which is mostly work in progress, 

accounts receivables and payables and advances received. Additionally, the 

structure could contain advanced components of net working capital, for example 

POC receivables. Next will be introduced how NWC accounts are formed in the 

case company and what are the differences in normal NWC accounts between 

project business and typical manufacturing business. 

 

3.2.2 NWC components 

There are differentials in inventories between the case company and typical 

manufacturing firms. There is a standard needed level of raw materials. It is quite 

stabile so there are not any bigger changes in raw materials. When a certain number 

of raw materials are used the same number will be ordered from the suppliers to the 

warehouse. So it can be said that raw materials are quite same in project business 

in compared to another businesses. Work in progress is totally linked to projects. 

The level of the work in progress is depended on how many projects are going on 

and in which phase are them going on. When a large project is ready the level of 

work in progress gets totally lower. So the work in progress can change a lot even 

in a month and it is even one of the biggest changers in NWC in the case company. 

The level of finished goods is totally different in the case company because there 

are not any finished goods at all. There are not any ready projects which are sold to 

customers. Every project is unique and individual. The sold goods are always 
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designed since the beginning of the project according to desires of the customer. 

That is why the value of finished goods is always zero. 

Managing the accounts payables is same in the case company as in another firms. 

The goal is to get as long as possible payment periods but however so the payment 

terms are not too harmful to the supplier. A central function is used and advance 

payments are avoided to optimize the accounts payables. But sometimes when a 

large purchase has been ordered to a large project there could be advance payments 

in the procurement but the own advance payments are avoided so much as possible. 

The collection of accounts receivables is a little bit different in the case company 

for late payments are not automatically dunned from customers. There could be 

several reasons for late payments. The reasons are discussed together with the 

customers to find the solution to the situation. Sometimes a project could be on hold 

or the delivery by the case company is incorrect why the payments are not paid in 

time. However, sometimes payments could be late because of customers’ liquidity 

problems. 

Accounts payables and accounts receivables can also change a lot in a month, even 

in a day. When a payment is delayed for couple of days during the change of the 

financial period accounts payables and receivables can be radically changed in the 

balance sheet. Especially received payments could change a lot for one payment 

can be huge, even tens of millions euros. 

Advance payments from a customer is a major factor in net working capital in the 

case company. For over one million projects there are always advance payments. 

Typically, the first advance payment is demanded from the customer before the 

project starts. The first advance payment is 5-20 % of the total price. There are 

advance payments at certain intervals during the project. 80-100 % of the total price 

are advance payments. The last payment of the project could be a normal 

installment. When all the revenues of a large project have been recognized the 

advance payments account in the balance sheet can be reduced tens of millions 

euros, sometimes even hundreds of millions euros. Advances received involved in 
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Operative liabilities, ext. include only advances received by Completed contract 

(CC) projects. 

There is a large set of accounts in the NWC structure of the case company which 

are not typically in the NWC structure. However, all the accounts in operative 

receivables, ext. and operative liabilities, ext. are accounts in which is money 

committed in everyday business. A part of them comes from projects and a rest of 

them from administration. Operative liabilities ext. include Other provisions - and 

Other liabilities, ext. –accounts which are mostly from administration. These 

accounts contain many accounts. Most of them are having zero value or the value 

which is so low it has a minor affect in NWC and its estimation. That is why these 

accounts are collected in under of one collecting account in Table 1. And if these 

accounts have some value it is really stabile. If there will be changes in these values 

it is because of a big action like restructuring.  

One example of these accounts which are not typically involved in NWC and come 

from projects are warranty and risk provisions. Risk provisions are involved in 

Other provisions. They play an important role in project business so they are 

involved in NWC structure. Warranty provisions mean that a part of the total price, 

typical couple of percent, is used for a reservation that can be used for additional 

costs that could cumulate in a warranty phase. If cumulated costs are lower than the 

reservation the rest of the reservation goes to project margin in the income 

statement. Sometimes it could be the whole sum. If there comes more additional 

costs than a reservation the provision will be increased. Warranty provisions are set 

for every projects’ warranty phase. Risk provisions are acting in the same way but 

they are not used for every project. They are only used for projects which include 

new technology that is not used earlier or so much. A couple of percent of the total 

price is used for a reservation. The amount is used to cover additional costs because 

of the new technology. And if the additional costs are lower than the provision the 

difference is taken in the income statement as a profit. So there is from thousands 

of euros to millions of euros committed per project in warranty provisions and 

possibly the same amount committed in risk provisions for some projects. 
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3.2.3 Percentage-of-Completion method and its link between WIP 

In addition, the case company has Percentage-of-Completion method in use in 

which case POC receivables are involved in the structure of net working capital. It 

totally changes the whole NWC structure. POC is an own entity in the NWC 

structure besides of inventories, external operative receivables and external 

operational liabilities. Only POC projects, not CC projects, affect in the POC 

section of the balance sheet. Projects using POC method are depending on the 

business unit but on average projects which have over 5 million euros net sales use 

POC method. This POC involves POC advances and POC receivables. Those POC 

projects have own accounts for advances received and open advance invoices in the 

balance sheet. When a revenue of a POC project is recognized goes recognized 

revenues to the income statement but these POC receivables are transferred in the 

end of every month in to the balance sheet. Into these POC receivables do not 

commit real money but they are involved in the NWC structure because they are 

part of the advanced net working capital and totally linked with work in progress 

and missing cost provision. They are playing an important role in processes. 

A revenue is recognized when a project achieves a POC milestone. POC milestones 

are defined in a POC plan a short time after a project has been transferred in order 

backlog. So revenue recognitions are not based on cost-to-cost POC method how 

actual costs have actually cumulated. These POC milestones are achieved when 

something is ready, for example engineering or manufacturing, and a benefit has 

been provided to a customer. These POC milestones are even numbers like 10 %, 

30 %, 75 % and 100 %. Revenues of CC projects are recognized when the contract 

is completed so 100 % is the only POC milestone for CC projects. Revenues of 

POC projects are recognized when a POC milestone defined in a POC plan is 

achieved. The amount of POC receivables which is the POC account in the balance 

sheet comes from n % of the total estimated net sales in a project. So if the estimated 

net sales of the project is 40 000 k€ and the achieved POC milestone is 30 %, POC 

receivables are 12 000 k€.  

According to Yritystutkimusneuvottelukunta (1999, p. 60) advances received can 

be netted against POC receivables. In the case company advances received are 
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netted against POC receivables. However, the net amount is not shown in NWC 

structure but the reason why they are netted is that POC is divided to both assets 

and liabilities side in the balance sheet structure of the case company. It depends on 

how much advances are received for POC project compared to recognized 

revenues. If POC receivables are larger than received advances belongs the POC 

project to assets side. But if POC receivables are lower than received advances 

belongs the POC project to liabilities side. These POC accounts can be identified 

from (+) - and (-) –marks in the end of the account whether do they belong to assets 

or liabilities side. POC accounts can be seen from Table 1. 

Missing cost provision is a link between POC costs and WIP and it belongs to 

Operative liabilities, ext. in the balance sheet. The value of the work in progress 

comes from actual costs and hard commitments. Hard commitments are purchases 

in which goods have been received but the supplier has not yet invoiced them. POC 

costs mean the amount which is being recognized. It is n % from the estimated 

COGS. If POC % is 30 % will the POC Costs be 30 % from the amount of the total 

estimated COGS. Always when a revenue is recognized for a project the value of 

POC costs is reduced from WIP. Then POC costs is taken to income statement and 

that’s why it reduces WIP. If WIP is higher than POC costs the difference between 

them will be WIP. But if POC costs are higher than WIP the difference will generate 

missing cost provision. 

So before the revenue recognition, only WIP is cumulated. Missing provision will 

be generated just when recognized COGS (POC costs) is higher than WIP for a 

project. If a project has been 100 % revenue recognized and it still has missing cost 

provision it means the project has went financially well and actual costs have been 

cumulated less than expected. Expenses recognition of missing cost provision into 

the income statement is acting like in warranty and risk provisions. If the project 

has still missing cost provision and actual costs are still cumulated in the warranty 

phase will missing cost provision be reduced. If all actual costs have been 

cumulated in the project and it still has missing cost provision the missing cost 

provision will be taken in the income statement as profit. 
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3.2.4 NWC process in CC and POC projects 

NWC processes for projects are different for POC and CC projects. The difference 

is that CC projects have only 100 % POC milestone and POC projects have several 

POC milestones before 100 % POC milestone which brings POC receivables in to 

the NWC process. POC projects also have different accounts for advances received. 

Their advances are included in POC section of NWC structure. Differences in NWC 

processes can be seen in appendixes. NWC process in CC projects is represented in 

Appendix 1 and NWC process in POC projects is represented in Appendix 2. It is 

described in those appendixes how NWC acts in a project from receiving a sale to 

closing the project. Appendixes 1 and 2 describe how values of the accounts change 

in different actions and in which point these NWC actions happen. For example 

when purchasing subcontracting or materials, WIP increases NWC, accounts 

payables, ext. decreases NWC and received advance payments remain as a same in 

the process. So the figures of the processes tell if an action comes into the process, 

for example accounts receivables, ext. comes into the process while shipping an 

advance invoice to a customer, if an action leaves the process, for example the same 

accounts receivables, ext. leave the process when the customer has paid the shipped 

advance invoice, or if an action remains still in the process, for example received 

advance payments remain in the process until shipping the final installment to the 

customer. Accounts involved in the process are accounts which come from projects 

and mostly affect in NWC. They are also the accounts which are getting values in 

NWC estimation model from the system. More about it is told in Chapter 4. 

Those NWC actions are represented as described for CC projects in Appendix 3 

and for POC projects in Appendix 4. In those appendixes are showed when those 

NWC actions happen and how the actions affect in the NWC structure. In addition, 

there are descriptions of the actions and short references to the estimation model in 

those appendixes. 
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3.2.5 Net working capital estimation earlier in the case company 

Earlier the estimation of net working capital has been executed too inaccurately and 

too unreliably in the case company. All the individual accounts were not estimated, 

only the upper level accounts were just estimated. Well maybe that is not a problem 

at all. But if you know what are the values of the single accounts even somehow it 

makes easier the estimate of the upper level. The value of net working capital is 

formed from many accounts in the case company. 

However, the major problem was that the estimation has not been based on actual 

numbers or data from the systems. Numbers put in the estimations were totally self-

evaluated. For example WIP and advances received were estimated based on how 

much orders have been and will be received. Accounts payables and receivables 

were also estimated in the basis of orders received. But it is impossible to forecast 

accounts payables and receivables even near to actual value if values do not come 

from ERP. If one large sales receivable moves to the next fiscal month from the 

estimation the value of the accounts receivables can change for example even five 

million euros. Even one or two day transfer of accounts payables or receivables 

may radically change the values of them. It is the same thing with POC receivables 

and POC advances. They are very difficult to estimate if you do not have any values 

on basis. If one less or more large project is affecting to POC will the values of POC 

receivables and advances change tens of millions. 

Estimated NWC values differed tens of millions if they were compared to actual 

values. The estimated balance sheet with regard to NWC was not logical because 

the estimation was only made in the upper level and some major affecting accounts 

did not have a value at all. Treasury could not trust to values which units had 

inputted in the system. They had to make changes in the estimation afterwards by 

themselves which made the estimation really ineffective and difficult. Values were 

still not logical and trustful so they could not make any decisions based on the 

estimation. 
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3.3 Execution of the case study 

To build the model for net working capital estimation started by getting to know 

the systems and NWC in the case company. The best way in the start was to 

interview people in the case company. Four (4) business controllers, two (2) 

financial directors, a Vice President of Finance and a Vice President of Group 

Treasury were interviewed about net working capital and its estimation in the case 

company. They told about what kinds of business the case company has, how net 

working capital acts and is formed and how estimation of net working capital has 

been executed and how it could be done. They all were in the same level what are 

the demands for the NWC estimation and how it could be done. The case company 

did not set many demands for the model. Demanded points in the structure of the 

model were: 

 12 month rolling estimation 

o Estimation 12 months forwards from the moment 

o For example if it was now June the estimation should be done from 

July to June, not from January to December 

 The tool should show values of inventories, operative receivables, ext. and 

operative liabilities, ext. besides of net working capital 

o POC only included if necessary and possible 

 NWC should be showed as monetary not as cycle times 

 Easy to use 

 Enough accurate and trustful 

Main proposals how the NWC estimation could be done were: 

 Focus on major affecting accounts 

 Values for major affecting accounts from Project Management Tool (PMT) 

 Excel could be used as basis at least in the research 

Also a purchasing senior manager was interviewed besides of financing employees. 

That was why it was unclear how to have accounts payables in the NWC estimation 

model because there was not any ready data for purchasing costs in PMT. The 
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purchasing senior manager told about purchasing processes and how purchase costs 

are cumulated during the project. After that were purchase processes of the projects 

viewed in the basis of interview from the software which is used to look at 

purchases in projects. The software for purchases itself was not suitable to use in 

the NWC estimation model. It was not linked with PMT and to get data from the 

software in to the tool would have given too much manual labor for the user. That 

is why finally it was developed an own calculation model for purchase costs, ext. 

in PMT. 

Another way to getting to know the NWC estimation was researching the systems 

of the case company. After the education of the ERP and other used systems it took 

a lot of time to dig in the systems that could be used in the estimation and how 

NWC processes act. Especially ERP and Project management tool (PMT) were 

researched. PMT is a tool which the case company uses to view projects. PMT 

shows financial information, for example actual costs, invoicing, provisions and 

POC plans, for a project and it is also used in the revenue recognition process. PMT 

gets its data straight from ERP. Also other systems were researched but mostly 

because of getting to know the processes. Other systems were not useful for the 

estimation process. Data was not enough comprehensive for NWC estimation. 

After digging the systems it was realized PMT is really suitable system to the NWC 

estimation. NWC estimation model was started to be designed by using PMT as 

system. It is linked to ERP so data which it gets is reliable and if needed it is possible 

to develop new things quite easily to PMT using data from ERP. There was already 

really useful things in PMT which could be used in NWC estimation. POC plans 

were made in PMT so it was easy to have revenue recognitions in NWC estimation. 

Project structure was ready in PMT because every project has been created in it. So 

basic data for projects was ready. That means information like what is the estimated 

net sales and COGS of the project, in which business line and unit a project belongs 

to and what kinds of project is, is it rebuild or new solution. Many indicator was 

already developed in the system for example warranty provision and POC 

information. Actual costs and invoicing were also already in the system but they 

had to be develop again because they needed to have a new calculation which could 
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be used in the estimation. It is told in the Chapter 4.1 and 4.2. PMT was already 

being developed due to getting new version. In the new version is a new feature, 

PMT Cube which is like Excel Pivot. It rotates data from PMT and ERP and handles 

a large number of data easily and fast. It is possible to customize own templates to 

own purposes so it is really useful also to the NWC estimation. 

That is why PMT was chosen to be the system which the NWC estimation model 

uses. The all data is not possible to get from PMT to the model but the major 

affecting accounts are getting their data straightly from PMT. A lot of data needed 

to the model was already available but some new calculation was needed to be 

developed in the system. The system administrator of PMT is the subcontractor of 

the case company. It was already developing the new version of PMT and also 

started to develop on the sidelines this new calculation into NWC estimation model. 

The structure of the NWC estimation process was already engineered before 

meeting the subcontractor but how to link or develop it in the system was unclear. 

The subcontractor was involved in the engineering of the estimation model by 

giving support how it is possible to develop wanted features in the system and what 

is the easiest way to get wanted data from the system. After completing the 

engineering phase the subcontractor started to manufacture the new calculation 

process in the system. At first, new calculation models were developed for other 

costs, purchase costs, ext. and invoicing. Calculation models are represented in 

Chapter 5.2. Then started the first test phase. The performance of the calculation 

models had to be tested before continuing the development. When the first test 

phase was ready were the indicators for NWC accounts, like accounts receivables, 

ext. and missing cost provision, manufactured. After developing the indicators 

began the second test phase. The indicators had to be checked and found errors were 

repaired. In addition, the whole estimation model was tested. Tested values were 

compared to actual historical data so it was checked the model works and the 

settings are right. Also the structure of the NWC estimation model was fine tuned. 

After realizing the NWC estimation model works, was time for implementation. As 

a conclusion the research was executed in the following phases: 
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 Interviews and getting to know the systems and NWC processes of the case 

company 

 Engineering 

 1. manufacturing phase (calculation models) 

 1. test phase 

 2. manufacturing phase (indicators for NWC accounts) 

 2. test phase 

 Implementation 
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4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

4.1 Net working capital estimation model 

How to build a model the first idea was to calculate manually average values for 

own size categories to get estimated values for WIP, accounts receivables and 

accounts payables. Size categories were large, medium, small and very small 

projects. It was calculated for a project how many percentages of the total sum 

actual values were cumulated in the first month after coming in the order backlog, 

in the second month, in the third month and so on in every month before cumulating 

100 % of the total sum. Those were calculated for ten projects in every size 

category. The cumulated percentages of the projects in every month were collected 

together and were calculated to average for every size category. It was an idea to 

use those averages to create estimate values for projects in the estimation model. 

However, that manual calculation, nor any other manual calculation, would not 

have been enough accurate and trustful in estimation. One problem was the manual 

calculation did not take into account the delivery time of the project. The lengths of 

projects vary so a timeline has to be used in estimation if wanted to get realistic 

estimation. For accounts receivables and payables was a problem that the average 

does not note payment times and dates. Also invoicing plans are quite individuals 

for projects so an average value can change lots of millions compared to a real 

invoicing plan. Also the manual calculation do not create continuity in the 

calculation because business changes and thus nature of the projects changes. It 

would be too laborious to update manually the used averages. It would fight against 

the goal that the estimation model would be easy to use. Additionally, the manual 

calculation would take too much resources because it should have been done 

individually to every business unit. 

The manual calculation gave a good picture of how actual values accumulate in a 

project even though it could not have been used in the NWC estimation model. 

Because the problems of the manual calculation it was decided to create an 

automatic calculation to get enough accurate and realistic estimate values. To get 

estimate values straight from the systems would make the tool easier and more 
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convenient to use. It would also create continuity and update in the calculation of 

the estimation because it would use only newer data. In addition, the estimate values 

would be more accurate and trustful because the calculation would use more 

accurate data. 

After researching the systems of the case company, the result was to use PMT as a 

basis of the net working capital estimation model. There was already a large number 

of useful data in the software and it was quite easy to develop new calculation 

processes in the software because the link between ERP and PMT was already 

working fine. The new PMT Cube was also seen as great way to get output 

automatically and practically from the system. The calculation is in a project level 

which is indispensable for the NWC estimation model in project business. 

The all data is not possible to get from PMT into the model. There are accounts in 

the NWC structure which do not get values from projects. But these accounts which 

get values from administration or otherwise not from projects are quite stable and 

if changes come are they easy to predict. Also the values in most of these accounts 

are either zero or so low they are not affecting so much in NWC. But what is got 

from PMT into the NWC estimation model are the accounts which are affecting the 

most in NWC. These major affecting accounts which are getting values from PMT 

are: 

 WIP 

 Accounts receivables, ext. 

 Accounts payables, ext. 

 Open advance invoices, CC 

 Received advance payments, CC 

 Warranty provision 

 Missing cost provision 

 POC accounts 

o POC receivables (+)/(-) 

o Open advance invoices, POC (-)/(+) 

o Received advance payments, POC (-)/(+) 
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Those accounts were selected because they add the most value in the NWC 

estimation and get values from projects which PMT calculation support. Those 

accounts have the largest values and their values are changing the most. Also the 

data for these accounts was possible to get from PMT and ERP so that the data 

could be used in estimation. It might be possible to get estimation values for 

materials and supplies also from ERP but it was not seen to bring enough benefit. 

The values of the materials and supplies are really stable. The difference between 

the minimum and the maximum value in 12 months period has been under 1 million 

euros in last years so it was seen it would take resources for nothing. So the easiest 

way to bring materials and supplies in NWC estimation is adding estimation values 

manually by a user. 

 

Figure 3. The connection of the templates in NWC estimation model 

Practically there are three (3) parts in the NWC estimation model: the output 

template, the input template and the template in the PMT Cube. The process how 

the templates are connected in each other’s is shown in figure 3. The output 

template which is described in Appendix 5 works as a collecting template which 

collects data from the other templates. The structure of it is the same as the NWC 

structure of the case company. It will get values automatically for the next 12 

months from the input template to accounts which are inputted manually and from 
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the PMT Cube to accounts which are getting data from PMT and ERP. In the output 

template NWC accounts which get data from PMT and ERP are filled with light red 

color. Other NWC accounts which are filled with white color get data from the input 

template. Values in the input template should be inputted by the user manually but 

the values in the template in the PMT Cube come straightly from PMT and ERP. 

There is a ready template in the PMT Cube which the user just have to refresh. The 

PMT Cube is like Excel Pivot so there is a Refresh –button in tabs which the user 

has to press every time when he or she wants to refresh the values. 

The input template is represented in Appendix 6. Materials and supplies –account 

is not the only account to get values in the tool by manually. Rest of the accounts 

get values from administration, not from projects. They are collecting accounts 

(other receivables, ext., other provisions and other liabilities, ext.) which contain 

several accounts inside them. Most of the accounts inside them have zero value or 

the value is so little that it was easier and more efficient to have those accounts as 

collected. The number of the input accounts was wanted to be kept little so the input 

of the accounts would not take so much time and resources from a user. Only the 

necessary accounts are in it. Accounts in which a user should input estimation 

values are: 

 Materials and supplies 

 Other receivables, ext. 

 Other provisions 

 Other liabilities, ext 

There are available the actual values from the previous month in the input template 

so the user knows in which level the accounts are now. The user gets help in the 

estimation when gets easily data from the previous month available. The user has 

to make a decision based on the actual values in the last months which estimation 

values he or she will input in the NWC estimation model. 

The most laborious template has been the template in the PMT Cube. It took a lot 

of time to design how to get proper values 12 months forwards for NWC accounts. 

There was already data in PMT which could be used in NWC estimation but not all 
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needed. New calculation processes needed to be developed also. Already existing 

data and the new calculation processes had to be modeled in the need of NWC 

estimation model in PMT. This model used in NWC estimation model is called 

PMT calculation model and it will be introduced next. 

 

4.2 PMT Calculation model 

This PMT calculation model calculates values in the wanted timeline to projects. 

The user can get estimation values in the future but also actual values in the present 

time and in the history. The calculation happens in a daily level so if necessary the 

user can dig in deeper and search in which day the values are formed. 

The calculation takes place in the level of Project ID which is needed for the 

estimation calculation in project business. Project ID is a number identifier for main 

and sub projects in PMT. Main and sub projects form a total project. The total 

project is the project which is sold to customer. It is a large entirety which is shared 

to main and sub projects in the systems. That is done because the main project may 

buy internally services sometimes from other business units and lines if the sold 

solution to a customer contains also parts which are produced by other business unit 

and lines. This project split may also be due to a part of the sold solution could be 

produced in different location in the business unit. So the total project includes 

always at least one main project but could possibly include the second main project 

(in different location but the same business unit) and some sub projects. Normally, 

but not always, the total project includes one sub project which is a service package 

to a customer besides of the main project. That sub project is internally purchased 

by main project from Service business line. 

Project in PMT can be in different phases. There are four (4) different kinds of 

project statuses in PMT: 

 Delivery projects 

o Projects which are in the order backlog and are being delivered to a 

customer 
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o A delivery project could be for example in the level of engineering, 

manufacturing or shipment 

 Warranty phase projects 

o Projects which have been delivered to a customer and are now in a 

warranty phase 

 Warranty end projects 

o Projects whose warranty phase has already been ended 

 Estimate projects 

o Projects which are estimated to come in order backlog in the future 

o Estimate project list is got from the sales department 

In order that NWC estimation would be as realistic as possible in the whole 12 

months’ time frame sales should be estimated for that time frame. That happens so 

that estimate projects are defined by the sales department. In the case company that 

is in control. Delivery projects, warranty phase projects and warranty end projects 

should already be in the systems in every firm. 

While defining how projects get values for NWC accounts in the estimation had to 

take into account that estimate projects have different data available than delivery 

and warranty phase projects. Estimate projects have only basic data which contains 

estimated net sales and COGS, order backlog date and warranty times, 

organizational structure which contains business line and unit, sector business unit 

and location of the project and preliminary POC plan which tells when revenues of 

the project will be probably recognized. Delivery and warranty projects have all 

those data which estimate projects have and besides of them invoicing plan and 

purchase orders which can be used in the NWC estimation. Invoicing plan includes 

information what are invoicing dates and due dates for invoices which is useful data 

for accounts receivables, ext. – and advances received (open advance invoices and 

received advance payments) -accounts. Purchase orders give information when 

invoices for purchases will be got and when are payment dates for invoices. By that 

way is possible to get data for accounts payables, ext. –account. 
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Table 2. Used data for accounts in different project statuses 

Account Estimate projects Delivery and warranty projects 

WIP Historical data Historical data 

Accounts receivables, ext. Historical data Invoicing plan in ERP 

Accounts payables, ext. Historical data Purchase order backlog in ERP 

Open advance invoices Historical data Invoicing plan in ERP 

Received advance payments Historical data Invoicing plan in ERP 

POC receivables POC plan in PMT POC plan in PMT 

Warranty provision Historical data Basic data in PMT 

Missing cost provision Historical data Historical data 

 

Because the estimation takes place 12 months forwards had to find different ways 

to get estimation values for estimate projects. For example invoicing plan and 

purchase order backlog have not been defined for them so had to find alternative 

sources to get estimate values for accounts receivables, ext. and payables, ext. and 

advances received. The way to estimate values of WIP was also missing for all 

project statuses. The data from the source information had to be realistic and easily 

available. That is why historical data is used in the estimation. In Table 2 is 

described which accounts use historical data in estimation and in which phase of 

the project. 

So it was defined that estimate projects use historical data for WIP, accounts 

receivables and payables, advances received and warranty and missing cost 

provisions. Estimate projects do not have any plans which could be used and 

utilized in the estimation of those accounts. Only POC plan gives realistic data in 

the estimation and it can be used only for POC receivables –account. Delivery and 

warranty phase projects have plans for all other accounts, except for WIP and 

missing cost provision. Well it is impossible even to have realistic plans which 

could be realized for those accounts. They must use historical data in estimation. 

Although all projects are unique actual costs, purchase costs and also sales invoices 

accumulate quite regularly and logically for corresponding projects. Of course there 

are exceptions among the corresponding projects because some projects could have 

delays due to a customer or other factors. But those exceptional projects can be 
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blocked away from the estimation calculation by a check in PMT. However, most 

of the projects follow the same formula. As a rule, projects progress at the same 

rate but also there are small differences in the corresponding projects. The 

assumption is the average repairs the differences and gives the most likely output 

for the estimation. You will never know how a project progress for example six 

months from now for there could become factors which could speed up or slow 

down the progress in the future. So the average from the corresponding projects is 

the best way to have the most probable estimation. 

In figures 4-6 are described how similarly values have cumulated for one project 

from its corresponding projects. Values are for invoicing, other costs, which include 

for example internal purchases and work hours, and external purchases costs. 

Curves resemble S-letter and that is why they are named as S-curves. 

 

Figure 4. S-curve for a target project from source project in invoicing 

In figure 4 is a curve for invoicing. The project getting averages from corresponding 

projects is named Target and it has an orange line. It can be seen that only one 

project differs significantly from others. Normally in invoicing corresponding 

projects can differ quite a lot because invoicing plans could be quite different 

between projects but in this case curves from corresponding project are really close. 
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Figure 5. S-curve for a target project from source project in other costs 

Typically in projects other costs are the most closest to each other. In figure 5 is 

represented how other costs form an average from corresponding projects to one 

project. Other costs include all the other costs than external purchase costs which 

are for example internal purchase costs, work and machine hours and travel costs. 

Those cumulate quite regularly for projects. 

 

Figure 6. S-curve for a target project from source project in purchase costs, ext. 

The S-curve from corresponding projects for external purchases costs is illustrated 

in figure 6. Purchase costs, ext. can cumulate at different rate between projects. For 
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some projects purchase costs, ext. are cumulated quite quickly after coming in order 

backlog but for some projects they can be cumulated much slower. External 

purchase costs can be accumulated much at once or sometimes quite steadily during 

the project. 

To utilize historical data definitions and regulations had to be created for which 

source projects a target project uses. The target project is a project which gets 

estimation values from corresponding projects, in this case from source projects. 

The source project is a project which belongs to a set of corresponding projects and 

from which the average is got for the target project. By the definitions and 

regulations a target project gets the most likely estimation values. The target project 

should have a same organizational structure and should belong to a same size range 

with source projects. By the following terms is defined how source projects are 

formed to a target project: 

 Same business line 

 Same business unit 

 Same sector business unit 

o Sector business unit means is a project a rebuild or a new solution 

 Same net sales range 

o < 1 M€, 1-2 M€, 2-10 M€, 10-30 M€, 30-60 M€ and > 60 M€ 

Location and category code, which tells the part of the technology, could also be 

necessary to be involved but it is not possible. There has been a lot of changes in 

the organizational structure of the case company, for example closing of the 

production units, so it would be too challenging to have location and category code 

involved. 

In some cases a target project may not have source projects by the all definitions. 

Some projects, especially sub projects, are rare and unique so they do not fit in the 

terms. That is why it had to be built a back-up plan if a target project does not fill 

all the definitions. In these cases the target project takes model values from: 

1. Other range of net sales 

2. Main project of the sub project 
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3. The whole business line 

 Skips the business unit out from the definition 

So if a target project do not have source projects by the all terms it will take first 

the model values from the other net sales range. If a project does not have source 

projects even in other net sales ranges it will take model values from the main 

project. This happens only if the target project is a sub project. But if the target 

project is a main project and it does not have the source projects in any net sales 

ranges it will take model values from the whole business line. In this case it will 

skip the business unit out. 

It is experienced that organizational structure has a bigger influence on how actuals 

cumulate for a project than net sales. That is why the net sales range will be the first 

thing to change if the definitions will not be filled. If the change of the net sales 

range will not be enough the definitions for organizational structure have to be 

changed. Mostly the target projects which do not have source projects by the all 

terms are so small that they do not have so big impact on the total value of NWC.  

The source projects act differently for estimate, delivery and warranty phase 

projects. For a target project, which is an estimate project, source projects will be 

updated every time when changes are made in the basic data of the target project. 

If organizational structure, estimated net sales and COGS or order backlog and 

warranty dates are changed will the set of the source projects be updated. But for a 

target project, which is a delivery or warranty phase project, are the source projects 

locked. So the source projects will not change after the target project has entered in 

the order backlog. However, model values for a target project can change. That only 

happens if estimated net sales, estimated COGS or warranty dates are changed. If 

there were changes in source projects’ estimated net sales or COGS or 

organizational structure it would not change target project’s model values. 

The PMT calculation model takes into account the length of a project. It utilizes a 

timeline for the model calculates all the values in percentages. All daily costs and 

invoicing are divided by total costs and total invoicing to get all values as 
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percentages. It was already described in figures 4-6 how the model converts values 

to percentages and source projects form an average curve for a target project. 

Because the calculation is done in percentages it is possible to utilize timeline. The 

average length of the source projects is adjusted to the target project. For example 

the average length of source projects is 10 months. If the target project has 12 

months delivery time and it has progressed 6 months from the beginning of the 

project, the model values will come from the source projects’ 5th month. So then 

both the target project and the source projects have progressed 50 % of the total 

delivery time. They are progressing in the same rate in percentages. 

To get model values for WIP and accounts payables, estimated COGS of the project 

works as an indicator. PMT model calculates model values from percentage shares 

of estimated COGS. So how long the target project has progressed it will have the 

same percentage of the total progress as source projects and the percentage will be 

multiplied by estimated COGS to get the model value for WIP or accounts payables. 

For accounts receivables and advances received it works in the same way but the 

indicator is estimated net sales, not estimated COGS. 

There are six calculate models in all for a project in PMT model. Own calculate 

models are defined for three categories: 

 Purchase costs, ext. 

o All external purchase costs for a project 

o Is used for accounts payables, ext. -account 

 Other costs 

o All other costs of a project than external purchase costs 

o Includes for example internal purchase costs, used work hours and 

machine hours and travel costs 

o Is used together with purchase costs, ext. for WIP –account and also 

in that way for missing cost provision -account 

 Invoicing 

o All sales invoices of a project 
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o Is used for accounts receivables, ext. – and advances received, ext. 

–accounts 

All these categories have two calculate models: one for delivery phase and one for 

warranty phase. These three categories were selected because from these categories 

it is got estimate values for all major affecting accounts. The reason why there is 

own models for both delivery and warranty phases is that costs are cumulated in 

different rate for projects. Some projects have only 65 % of total actual costs 

cumulated before warranty phase and some projects have even 95 % of total actual 

costs cumulated before warranty phase. There is a comparison in figure 7 how 

differently actual costs have been cumulated for two different projects. The 

underline shows which month is the last month of the delivery phase. One of the 

projects have 95,5 % of total costs cumulated in the delivery phase and the other 

project has only 71,9 %. 

 

Figure 7. Comparison of two projects how actual costs have been cumulated 

Also delivery and warranty times can be differentials for projects. Especially 

warranty times can prolong. Warranty times could extend longer than the original 

warranty end date. Because of those reasons it was decided it would be better to 
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have own calculate models for both delivery and warranty phases. In the timeline 

of a project delivery phase starts from Order backlog date and ends in Warranty 

start date. Warranty phase starts from Warranty start date and ends in Warranty end 

date. 

Source projects formed for a target project are not older than three (3) years. Used 

source projects for new delivery projects and estimate projects are already in 

warranty phase. It is defined in table 3 how source projects are formed to a target 

project in terms of dates. 

Table 3. Definition how old source projects are formed to a target project 

Project status 
Analysis date of the 

target project 
Used source projects 

Estimate project Current date Warranty start date is less than 3 years from 

target project's current date     

Delivery project Order backlog date Warranty start date is less than 3 years from 

target project's order backlog date     

Warranty project Warranty start date Warranty end date is less than 3 years from 

target project's warranty start date     

 

Analysis date of the target project is the date by a target project which is used in the 

definition how old source projects are formed to it. For estimate and delivery 

projects the comparison date of source projects is warranty start date. For warranty 

projects it is warranty end date. So if a target project is a delivery project which has 

15.4.2014 as order backlog date it will use projects in which warranty start date is 

between 15.4.2011 and 15.4.2014 as source projects. 

By these date definitions is wanted that used source projects are enough new. 

Because business changes during a time so it is necessary PMT model takes it into 

account automatically. Three years was chosen time frame because a target project 

would surely have enough source projects in that time period but the time period 

would still take into account the changes in business enough accurately. 

After a target project has completed the delivery phase PMT model updates actual 

proportion of delivery and warranty phase for purchase costs, ext., other costs and 
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invoicing. In the delivery phase the target project still use the average proportion 

from source projects how much of total amounts will be cumulated in delivery 

phase and how much in warranty phase. When the target project achieved the 

delivery phase the proportion of delivery and warranty phase came realized. Then 

it is clear for example how much of actual costs (purchase costs, ext. + other costs) 

has cumulated in delivery phase and how much will still be cumulated in warranty 

phase when compared to estimated COGS. 

It is told about model values but what are the values which projects really use in the 

estimation. PMT model calculates the following values for Project ID: 

 Model 

o The value which is got from source projects 

o How much the source projects have as the average value in the same 

time in timeline 

o The percentage is multiplied by estimated net sales for invoicing and 

by estimated COGS for purchase costs, ext. and other costs 

 Actual 

o The value how much actual values have cumulated for a project 

o Comes straightly from ERP 

o Purchase costs, ext. + Other costs = Actual costs in PMT model have 

a different value than Actual costs in ERP 

 In PMT model the value is actualized from actual cash 

transaction like it is actually in accounts payables and 

receivables for purchase costs, ext. and invoicing 

 In ERP the value is actualized when it is booked in the 

system 

 Although work and machine hours are actualized in the same 

way in PMT and ERP in other costs when they are booked 

in the system 

 Forecast 

o The value how much is forecasted to be realized in future 

o Comes straightly from ERP 
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o For purchase costs, ext. forecast value comes straightly from hard 

and soft commitments which are in purchasing order backlog in ERP 

o For invoicing forecast value comes straightly from invoicing plan in 

ERP 

o Not available and possible for other costs 

 Remaining 

o The value which is calculated from the model value 

o Takes into account the timeline, actual and forecast values and 

creates a value based on them 

o By Remaining value PMT model repairs the total estimation curve 

in the probable way by itself in which case all changes compared to 

original model values have been taken into account 

 Total 

o Total = Actual + Remaining + Forecast 

o Total is the value which is used in estimation for a project 

o From total value comes the used value for indicators which are in 

this case NWC accounts 

In table 4 is defined how actual and forecast values are formed for categories in 

different situations. Cash flow date is the date when actual and forecast values are 

realized. Other costs have only actual values. They are realized when other costs 

have been booked in the system. It do not have forecast values because there is not 

any real plan for other costs in ERP. So forecast values are defined only for purchase 

costs, ext. and invoicing. They get values straightly from ERP. 
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Table 4. The forming of actual and forecast values 

 

Actual and forecast values for purchase costs, ext. are got from purchase orders 

which are booked in ERP. Purchase orders for forecast are open or they are received 

but not paid. Amounts are of course the amounts of the purchase orders. Actual and 

forecast values for invoicing are got from invoicing plan. Invoicing plan is used for 

a project when there is a relation between ERP and PMT and the invoicing plan is 

created for a project in ERP. If there is still not relation or invoicing plan at all is 

total value got from source projects. Only external invoicing is taken in PMT model. 

The sent sales invoices which are due but not paid are a challenge. They are set to 

be got in current date. If the payment is late it is expected that due dates of those 

invoices are set later in ERP by the user when they are expected to be got. 

There are these exceptional projects in business which have delays because of the 

customer or other reason. Costs or payments have been cumulated in an exceptional 

way. As a solution for these projects there is Include in NWC models –section in 

PMT where a user should input No if a selected project is not wanted to be a source 

project in PMT model. As a default setting there is always Yes for projects in 

Include in NWC models –section. So changes need only to be done when a project 

is not wanted to be a source project. 

The same thing is for POC projects. It is not any certain way to get information 

from ERP or PMT has a project POC or CC method in use. There is data in ERP 

Actual
Booked cost (for example 

hour booking)
Realized booking dateOther costs

Value

Sent sales invoice is paid Payment date

Purchase costs, 

ext.

Invoicing

Forecast

Actual

Actual

Forecast

Payment date

Planned invoicing date + payment dates in 

payment terms (for example 30 days)

Due date of the sent sales invoice

Current date

Purchase order received but 

not paid

Purchase order received and 

paid

Open sales invoice

Sent sales invoice is not dued 

and paid

Sent sales invoice is dued but 

not paid

Category Payment situation Cash flow date

Planned receipt date + payment dates in 

payment terms (for example 30 days)

Realized receipt date + payment dates in 

payment terms (for example 30 days)

Open purchase orders
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that is POC in use or not but sometimes it gives incorrect information for CC project 

that it would be POC project. So it cannot be used as source information. That is 

why there is POC recognition in use –section in PMT where a user should input 

Yes if a project is POC project. No is in it as default setting so the change must only 

be done for POC projects. 

Table 5. Formation of NWC accounts 

 

Finally after the calculation models are created, NWC accounts are formed in the 

system from these calculation models. Formation of these NWC accounts are 

presented in table 5. It is presented in it which calculation models NWC accounts 

use and which factors affect in the formation of the account. Because the calculation 

WIP
Other costs + purchases 

costs, ext.

The total values of other costs and purchase 

costs, ext. are added up. If the sum - recognized 

COGS > 0, the difference will come to WIP. If 

the sum - recognized COGS < 0, WIP will be 0.

Accounts receivables, ext. Invoicing

Calculated from the total value of invoicing. Only 

the sent open invoices to external customers are 

taken into account.

Accounts payables, ext. Purchase costs, ext.

Calculated from the total value of purchase costs, 

ext. Only the got open invoices from external 

suppliers are taken into account.

Open advance invoices, CC Invoicing

Calculated from the total value of invoicing. Only 

the sent open advance invoices to external 

customers in CC projects are taken into account.

Received advance payments, CC Invoicing

Calculated from the total value of invoicing. Only 

the received advance invoices from external 

customers in CC projects are taken into account.

Warranty provision
Other costs + purchases 

costs, ext.

The amount of warranty provision in PMT is 

reduced by the sum of the total values of other 

costs and purchase costs, ext. Only the costs in 

warranty phase are taken into account.

Missing cost provision
Other costs + purchases 

costs, ext.

The total values of other costs and purchase 

costs, ext. are added up. If the sum - recognized 

COGS < 0, the difference will come to missing 

costs provision. If the sum - recognized COGS > 

0, missing costs provision will be 0.

POC receivables (+)/(-) -

The amount will be got from recognized net sales 

in PMT. Only POC projects are taken into 

account.

Open advance invoices, POC (-)/(+) Invoicing

Calculated from the total value of invoicing. Only 

the sent open advance invoices to external 

customers in POC projects are taken into 

account.

Received advance payments, POC (-)/(+) Invoicing

Calculated from the total value of invoicing. Only 

the received advance invoices from external 

customers in POC projects are taken into 

account.

NWC Account Used calculation model Formation of the account
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is executed in the level of project are the values of NWC accounts formed for 

projects. To get final values by wanted organizational definition are all the projects 

in wanted definition added up. Then it can be seen for example how large accounts 

receivables, ext. will be in next month in own location. 

The acceptable error marginal should be defined for the model. There would be 

certainly errors in data in ERP. Also the estimation of NWC is still just a forecast. 

Forecasts will never be the same values compared to actuals. The estimation is just 

the best possible guess of the future values. Always will come unpredictable 

changes. For example payments will change. The customer payments and own 

payments for suppliers will probably be due or fastened from the original invoicing 

plan. Even one day delay of a payment could change the value of NWC millions of 

euros. That is why a certain error marginal should be taken into account. 

The defined acceptable error marginal for this estimate model is 4 %. Sometimes 

could become exceptions that the actual value would not fit in the marginal but 

mostly the actual values should be fitted in the marginal. If NWC estimation was 

not fit in the acceptable error marginal the model should be examined which were 

the reasons why the estimation did not fit in the margin. The reason could be that a 

user of the model has made a mistake while making the estimation, some employee 

in the organization has inputted some wrongly in ERP or there is a bug or wrong 

setting in the calculation models. However, if the estimation do not fit in the error 

marginal in some point the exploration will belong to further studies. 

 

4.3 Effect of Percentage-of-Completion method on net working 

capital 

There are not many researches on a link between Percentage-of-Completion and net 

working capital. In POC is not committed any real money. It is framed in IFRS 

(2013, p. A644) that POC is depended on how much work is performed. Progress 

payments and advances received from a customer do not reflect on it (IFRS 2013, 

p. A644). So revenue recognitions in POC are not the same as how much money 
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has been got from a customer. They are executed only when some part of the 

solution, for example engineering or manufacturing, is ready and provided to the 

customer. On behalf of that POC does not fit in the traditional definition of net 

working capital that current assets and liabilities funds are meant to be converted to 

cash or liabilities are meant to be paid in everyday business. But recognized 

revenues cannot be converted to cash in POC. Only sales invoices can be converted 

to cash. Or POC costs cannot be paid. POC costs can only be recognized in the 

income statement. 

However, POC receivables are part of the advanced net working capital calculation. 

According to Yritystutkimusneuvottelukunta (1999, p. 33, 60) POC receivables are 

included in net working capital definition. They are unfinished works by nature and 

related to work in progress (Yritystutkimusneuvottelukunta 1999, p. 33, 60). POC 

receivables are included in accrued income and are strongly linked to WIP. 

Before revenue and expenses recognitions and after the POC project’s all revenues 

(100 %) have been recognized, POC has not any effect on NWC in the case 

company. But when a revenue has been recognized in a POC project the revenue 

recognition will make the amount of recognized project margin difference in NWC. 

The difference increases always net working capital. If project’s total project 

margin is 4 000 kEUR and POC % is 50 % the difference which POC makes in 

NWC is 2 000 kEUR. NWC would be 2 000 kEUR more positive with POC than 

without POC. 

In tables 6-10 is presented what differences a POC project makes to NWC 

compared to a CC project which is not using POC. It is analyzed in the view of an 

individual project. Only the NWC accounts in which come changes in projects are 

involved in those tables. NWC structure is the same as in the case company. The 

reviewed project has the following basic data: estimated net sales 10 000 kEUR, 

estimated COGS 8 000 kEUR and estimated project margin 2 000 kEUR. 

In table 6 is a description of the situation when a project has 500 kEUR actual costs, 

1 500 kEUR amount of advance payment has been sent to a customer but it has not 

paid it and 200 kEUR amount of ext. purchase invoices are received which are not 
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paid. In this situation when revenues are still not recognized there are not 

differences in the value of net working capital. The only difference is that advances 

received are set in Open advance invoices, CC -account without POC but when 

POC is used they are set in Open advance invoices, POC (+) -account which is in 

the liabilities side of POC in NWC structure. They are in the liabilities side (POC: 

Adv billings in excess of revenue) because advances received are larger than 

recognized revenues. 

Table 6. Differences in NWC between projects using and not using POC (1/5) 

 

Next is represented a situation when POC is 10 % and in which 10 % of revenues 

are recognized. This situation is described in table 7. 1 200 kEUR of actual costs 

have been cumulated, 1 500 kEUR of advance payments have been received and 

paid now and accounts payables are 1 000 kEUR. 

1 000 EUR Without POC With POC

Net working capital = 300 300

Inventories + 500 500

Materials and supplies 0 0

Work in progress 500 500

Finished products 0 0

Operative receivables, ext + 1 500 1 500

Accounts receivables, ext 1 500 1 500

Other receivables, ext 0 0

Operative liabilities, ext - 1 700 200

Accounts payables, ext 200 200

Advances received, ext 1 500 0

    Open advance invoices, CC 1 500 0

    Received advance payments, CC 0 0

Provisions 0 0

    Warranty provision 0 0

    Missing cost provision 0 0

    Other provisions 0 0

Other liabilities, ext 0 0

POC + 0 -1 500

POC: Revenue in excess of adv billings 0 0

    POC receivables (+) 0 0

    Received advance payments, POC (-) 0 0

    Open advance invoices, POC (-) 0 0

POC: Adv billings in excess of revenue 0 1 500

    POC receivables (-) 0 0

    Received advance payments, POC (+) 0 0

    Open advance invoices, POC (+) 0 1 500
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Recognized net sales, when POC % is 10 %, is 1 000 kEUR in which project margin 

is 200 kEUR. It causes 200 kEUR difference in NWC. It is a result from the 

recognized revenue which is set in POC receivables (-). Recognized expenses (POC 

costs) have reduced actual costs by 800 kEUR when WIP is 400 kEUR (= 1 200 

kEUR – 800 kEUR) with POC. Without POC, WIP is 1 200 kEUR. 

Table 7. Differences in NWC between projects using and not using POC (2/5) 

 

Accounts payables, ext. are now 1 000 kEUR and they are always the same with or 

without POC. Also the amount of advances received (1 500 kEUR) is the same in 

both but is just set in different accounts. Recognized revenues are the only thing 

making the difference in NWC. The amount of recognized project margins raises 

always the NWC more positive. In table 8 recognized project margin is 1 000 

kEUR. Then NWC is 1 000 kEUR higher with POC than without POC. 

kEUR Without POC With POC

Net working capital = -1 300 -1 100

Inventories + 1 200 400

Materials and supplies 0 0

Work in progress 1 200 400

Finished products 0 0

Operative receivables, ext + 0 0

Accounts receivables, ext 0 0

Other receivables, ext 0 0

Operative liabilities, ext - 2 500 1 000

Accounts payables, ext 1 000 1 000

Advances received, ext 1 500 0

    Open advance invoices, CC 0 0

    Received advance payments, CC 1 500 0

Provisions 0 0

    Warranty provision 0 0

    Missing cost provision 0 0

    Other provisions 0 0

Other liabilities, ext 0 0

POC + 0 -500

POC: Revenue in excess of adv billings 0 0

    POC receivables (+) 0 0

    Received advance payments, POC (-) 0 0

    Open advance invoices, POC (-) 0 0

POC: Adv billings in excess of revenue 0 500

    POC receivables (-) 0 -1 000

    Received advance payments, POC (+) 0 1 500

    Open advance invoices, POC (+) 0 0
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So in that case POC % is 50 % in table 8. POC receivables (+) are 5 000 kEUR. 

Actual costs are 3 400 kEUR and POC costs 4 000 kEUR. When POC costs are 

reduced from actual costs, WIP is 0 and missing cost provision (4 000 kEUR – 3 

400 kEUR = 600 kEUR) is generated with POC. POC receivables and POC costs 

bring on the 1000 kEUR difference in NWC. 

Table 8. Differences in NWC between projects using and not using POC (3/5) 

 

In table 8 accounts payables, ext. are 2 000 kEUR, received advance payments 

1 500 kEUR, open advance invoices 3 000 kEUR and along with them accounts 

receivables, ext. are 3 000 kEUR. With POC, advances received and POC 

receivables are now in the asset side because POC receivables are higher than 

advances received. It has not influence on NWC is POC in asset or liabilities side. 

The only influence is in which account the values are. 

kEUR Without POC With POC

Net working capital = -100 900

Inventories + 3 400 0

Materials and supplies 0 0

Work in progress 3 400 0

Finished products 0 0

Operative receivables, ext + 3 000 3 000

Accounts receivables, ext 3 000 3 000

Other receivables, ext 0 0

Operative liabilities, ext - 6 500 2 600

Accounts payables, ext 2 000 2 000

Advances received, ext 4 500 0

    Open advance invoices, CC 3 000 0

    Received advance payments, CC 1 500 0

Provisions 0 600

    Warranty provision 0 0

    Missing cost provision 0 600

    Other provisions 0 0

Other liabilities, ext 0 0

POC + 0 500

POC: Revenue in excess of adv billings 0 500

    POC receivables (+) 0 5 000

    Received advance payments, POC (-) 0 -1 500

    Open advance invoices, POC (-) 0 -3 000

POC: Adv billings in excess of revenue 0 0

    POC receivables (-) 0 0

    Received advance payments, POC (+) 0 0

    Open advance invoices, POC (+) 0 0
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When a POC project has 100% of revenues recognized POC does not cause 

differences in NWC anymore. In table 9 is a situation where a final installment 

(2 000 kEUR) has been sent to a customer and revenues are 100 % recognized. The 

situation is the same with and without POC. 

Table 9. Differences in NWC between projects using and not using POC (4/5) 

 

Accounts receivables, ext. are 2 000 kEUR because the customer has not still paid 

the final installment. Advances received and POC receivables are discharged from 

the project because of sending the final installment. It can be seen in table 9. 

However, there are still missing cost provision (1 000 kEUR) in a project in both 

cases, when using and not using POC. That is why because actual costs are 7 000 

kEUR and estimated COGS is 8 000 kEUR in the project. Because all the revenues 

and expenses are recognized and actual costs are lower than estimated COGS 

missing cost provision is generated even without POC. 

kEUR Without POC With POC

Net working capital = 1 000 1 000

Inventories + 0 0

Materials and supplies 0 0

Work in progress 0 0

Finished products 0 0

Operative receivables, ext + 2 000 2 000

Accounts receivables, ext 2 000 2 000

Other receivables, ext 0 0

Operative liabilities, ext - 1 000 1 000

Accounts payables, ext 0 0

Advances received, ext 0 0

    Open advance invoices, CC 0 0

    Received advance payments, CC 0 0

Provisions 1 000 1 000

    Warranty provision 0 0

    Missing cost provision 1 000 1 000

    Other provisions 0 0

Other liabilities, ext 0 0

POC + 0 0

POC: Revenue in excess of adv billings 0 0

    POC receivables (+) 0 0

    Received advance payments, POC (-) 0 0

    Open advance invoices, POC (-) 0 0

POC: Adv billings in excess of revenue 0 0

    POC receivables (-) 0 0

    Received advance payments, POC (+) 0 0

    Open advance invoices, POC (+) 0 0
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In table 10 is a position where the final installment has been paid by the customer 

and warranty provision (500 kEUR) has been charged to the project. Accounts 

receivables, ext. are gone away now. Actual costs are 400 kEUR higher than in the 

last situation (table 9) in which case missing cost provision has been reduced from 

1 000 kEUR to 600 kEUR. 

Table 10. Differences in NWC between projects using and not using POC (5/5) 

 

So POC has not made differences in NWC anymore after recognizing 100 % of 

revenues and sending the final installment to a customer. It can be discovered that 

when revenues are not recognized or all the revenues are recognized POC does not 

affect in NWC. But when POC revenues are recognized (0 % < POC % < 100 %) 

it makes the amount of recognized project margin difference in NWC. The 

difference changes the total value of NWC more positive. 

kEUR Without POC With POC

Net working capital = -1 100 -1 100

Inventories + 0 0

Materials and supplies 0 0

Work in progress 0 0

Finished products 0 0

Operative receivables, ext + 0 0

Accounts receivables, ext 0 0

Other receivables, ext 0 0

Operative liabilities, ext - 1 100 1 100

Accounts payables, ext 0 0

Advances received, ext 0 0

    Open advance invoices, CC 0 0

    Received advance payments, CC 0 0

Provisions 1 100 1 100

    Warranty provision 500 500

    Missing cost provision 600 600

    Other provisions 0 0

Other liabilities, ext 0 0

POC + 0 0

POC: Revenue in excess of adv billings 0 0

    POC receivables (+) 0 0

    Received advance payments, POC (-) 0 0

    Open advance invoices, POC (-) 0 0

POC: Adv billings in excess of revenue 0 0

    POC receivables (-) 0 0

    Received advance payments, POC (+) 0 0

    Open advance invoices, POC (+) 0 0
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However, POC must be involved in net working capital estimation model although 

it makes differences into the total value of NWC. Actual reporting is built in the 

way that POC belongs to it and POC receivables are part of the advanced net 

working capital. It is not the purpose to compare actuals and estimates because 

estimate values are not certain values and, nonetheless, estimation is always a 

forecast. But it is important that NWC structure is the same in both reporting. 

Analysis is clearer when the structure is the same. Discontinuity in the calculation 

should be anyway explored. POC receivables should not change the total value of 

NWC. The total value of NWC should be the same regardless of that is POC 

receivables involved in the NWC structure or not. This discontinuity in the 

calculation belongs to further study. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

5.1 Comparison between results and found theories 

Net working capital estimation is executed by a model in this study. Like Aravindan 

& Ramanathan (2013, p. 7-8) indicated a model should be used to estimate net 

working capital. By the model all the variables affecting to net working capital can 

be linked. Also Jain et al. (2013, p. 208) agree that individual components work as 

a basis of NWC estimation (Jain et al. 2013, p. 208). By the model individual 

components can be linked to each other and calculated automatically. When the 

links and the automaticity of the model work the estimation is easier and more 

effortless for a user. Also the accuracy becomes better because there are less manual 

work in usage of the estimation. 

Lev et al. (2010, p. 782), Hillier et al. (2012, p. 290) and Gil-Lafuente (2005, p. 59-

60) discovered sales must be estimated first because almost all variables affecting 

in net working capital are linked to sales. In the case company sales work already 

as basis of the income statement’s estimation. In that way the sales estimation can 

also be used to NWC estimation. Sales are estimated round the year. There are 

estimate projects in the system for which are defined basic data like order backlog 

date, estimated net sales and COGS. The sales department have defined the estimate 

projects in the mental that if an estimate project was lost for some reason a new 

same-sized project would be got. Estimate projects are updated once in a month. 

That is why was the sales estimation was not needed to be developed in the 

estimation model in the case company. It was already handled well. 

In the study by Gil-Lafuente (2005, p. 67-70) valuations for NWC accounts were 

calculated by means of confidence intervals, not by exact values. However, 

confidence intervals are not seen necessary to use in this study. Exact values are got 

from the systems so they should be used and calculated as exact values. Calculation 

with confidence intervals would become too complicated if data was got 

automatically as exact values. 
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Hassim et al. (2003, p. 369-374) discovered to use cost elements in the NWC 

estimation. Cost elements were equipment cost, labor cost, material cost and 

subcontractor cost in the research. In the case company cost elements are not 

defined for estimate projects. They are defined only for delivery and warranty phase 

projects when it is clear which parts a customer wants in the built solution. If wanted 

to use cost elements in the estimation own calculate models should be designed for 

estimate and delivery projects. That would be too complicated because the calculate 

models are wanted to be coherent for all project statuses. That is why cost elements 

cannot be used in the estimation of the case company. 

Hassim et al. (2003, p. 369-374) found the use of historical data in NWC estimation 

is really useful and the calculation from the historical data should be based on 

percentages of variables of the contract value. Also in this study to get estimate 

values by the historical data was discovered to be the best possible estimate to 

projects. The use of it requires that costs and invoicing are cumulated quite similarly 

to projects or the terms which historical projects are defined to an estimate project 

are enough strict. In this case the estimate made by historical data is enough 

accurate. Percentages were also seen in the only way to calculate data from the 

historical data. It is the most simple and reasonable way to calculate estimate values 

from estimate projects because any accurate information is not available in the 

estimate project phase. 

Gundavelli & Pacheco (2002, p. 32) discovered that the estimation of accounts 

receivables should be based on customer DSO history, not on the firm’s payment 

terms. In this study the estimation of accounts receivables are calculated from the 

payment terms because the customers of the case company pay mainly in 

accordance with the terms of the invoice. It was also easier to develop in the systems 

that the calculation is based on payment terms. However, if the estimation of 

accounts receivables is not enough accurate the new calculation based on customer 

DSO history will belong to further studies. 

Hillier et al. (2012, p. 292) indicated that if there are items which are difficult to 

forecast automatically it is better to use actuals or own evaluations as forecasts. 

That view was seen necessary in this study. Actuals or own evaluations are the best 
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way to estimate some NWC accounts. For example materials and supplies –account 

is better to estimate by own evaluation. It is quite stable in the case company so it 

will not change significantly in monthly. The new calculation model which would 

take automatically data from ERP to it would not bring any added value. It would 

be just wasted resources. For firms in which the value of materials and supplies 

changes a lot the own calculation model for it would be needed. 

Some users or authors could think can budgeting models be applied to net working 

capital estimation. In this study budgeting models were experienced to be not useful 

to NWC estimation. The purpose of budgeting is so different than estimating net 

working capital. Budgeting is really strategy-oriented. There are clear strategic 

goals for both short and long interval of time in the budgeting and those goals are 

targeted to be achieved in every possible way. Actions in everyday business are 

executed to achieve the goals. For example it can be possible to transfer some costs 

and purchases to next financial period even though business will not necessarily 

suffer. Managing net working capital is strategy-oriented but the estimation is not. 

There are certain levels of net working capital to which companies aim but they can 

only be achieved by long-term actions, not by short-term actions without damaging 

the business. For example if companies were going to transfer their payments to 

suppliers just to achieve the targeted goals business would certainly be suffered in 

a long run. Taylor (2011, p. 12) stated also that withholding payments to suppliers 

is not a sustainable strategy. That is why the net working capital estimation is just 

an estimation which causes actions like adjusting the cash balances and the levels 

of short-term loans. It is not a strategic estimation, like in budgeting, in which is 

made some actions to achieve the strategic goal. 

 

5.2 Net working capital as cycle times in the case company 

In table 11 is described how net working capital would look like in the case 

company if it was calculated as cycle times. Components are calculated from 

monetary values to cycle times according to instructions by Shin & Soenen (1998, 
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p. 38). Monthly monetarily values have been divided by the total net sales of the 

year and multiplied by 365 days to get cycle times for components. 

Table 11. Net working capital calculated as cycle times in the case company 

 

It can be seen from table 11 how large differences can be in cycle times of a 

component even in a month. The largest differences in the components are colored 

by red. For example the cycle time of inventories has changed 31 days between 

November and December. Revenue and expenses recognitions affect in WIP so it 

is really difficult to analyze the efficiency of inventory management by cycle times 

if it has other variables affecting in it. 

Changes are large also in operative receivables and liabilities. One large payment 

can have so huge impact on the cycle time. The biggest change in operative 

receivables, ext. has been 23 days between May and June. In operative liabilities, 

ext. it has been 16 days between July and August. However, POC has the largest 

differences. Between May and June it changed 34 days. The total value of NWC 

changes a lot in every month. The largest difference is 26 days between January 

and February. 

People in the case company sees the large differences in cycle times as a problem 

which makes the analysis harder. POC changes the values also in WIP which does 

not give the real view of inventories. Operative receivables and liabilities include 

so many NWC accounts inside them so that it is difficult to analyze those 

components and see from cycle times how much individual NWC accounts inside 

kEUR kEUR d kEUR d kEUR d kEUR d kEUR d

January 27 000 135 000 102 130 000 99 -249 000 -189 -58 000 -44 -42 000 -32

February 23 000 140 000 106 94 000 71 -252 000 -191 -58 000 -44 -76 000 -58

March 79 000 125 000 95 98 000 74 -251 000 -190 -37 000 -28 -65 000 -49

April 39 000 125 000 95 103 000 78 -251 000 -190 -38 000 -29 -61 000 -46

May 40 000 121 000 92 112 000 85 -239 000 -181 -39 000 -30 -45 000 -34

June 79 000 102 000 77 82 000 62 -249 000 -189 5 000 4 -60 000 -46

July 45 000 97 000 74 69 000 52 -251 000 -190 31 000 24 -54 000 -41

August 18 000 104 000 79 86 000 65 -229 000 -174 1 000 1 -38 000 -29

September 36 000 105 000 80 89 000 68 -261 000 -198 3 000 2 -64 000 -49

October 12 000 109 000 83 112 000 85 -246 000 -187 -18 000 -14 -43 000 -33

November 29 000 116 000 88 102 000 77 -244 000 -185 -25 000 -19 -51 000 -39

December 54 000 75 000 57 102 000 77 -229 000 -174 6 000 5 -46 000 -35

Total 481 000

Operative 

receivables, ext.

Operative 

liabilities, ext.
Inventories

Net Sales, 

ext.
POC NWC
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them changed because the NWC accounts are so different sized. Because of those 

reasons net working capital is wanted to be seen as monetarily, not as cycle times, 

in the case company. Cycle times would fit better to a basic manufacturing firm 

which has regular business and its net working capital structure contains only 

inventories, accounts receivables and payables and, possibly, advances received. 

 

5.3 Application of the case study to other firms 

In this case study net working capital estimation model has been designed in the 

need of one company. However, the estimation model can be definitely utilized to 

other companies too. It is really useful especially for companies in project business 

which have POC receivables in their NWC structure for it is less explored research 

subject in net working capital. Even if other companies do not have POC in their 

NWC structure this study’s estimation model can be applied to other companies. 

Calculate models are not dependent on POC so it can be easily left out. 

This model is at least suitable for companies in project business for the calculation 

models are executed in a project level. It requires that they have defined sales in 

systems in wanted estimate timeline by creating estimate projects in the future 

besides of delivery projects. If the future data was not available in the systems the 

estimate model would not be enough accurate in long term. A company has to 

customize the model in its own need by defining the terms how source projects are 

formed to target projects. They have to explore which terms would be enough strict 

so the source projects would be enough close to a target project. But the terms 

cannot be too strict that there would be enough source projects for a target project 

so the average would be more valuable. An appropriate balance should be found. 

They also have to customize the input and output templates in their need so that 

their NWC structure matches with them. 

The calculate models (Purchase cost, ext., Other costs and Invoicing) are defined in 

the project level so a company using the estimate model should have 

data/calculation in its systems on costs, payments and purchase orders in projects. 

Then from the calculation models can be got estimate values to accounts receivables 
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and payables, work in progress and advances received which all companies in 

project business have in their NWC structure. Finished goods are probably zero in 

every company in project business so calculation for it does not have to be 

developed. But if companies have large values and monthly changes in materials 

and supplies they likely have to develop own calculate model to it. 

In the case company estimated net sales and COGS are used as indicators in the use 

of historical data because estimate projects do not have any other information 

available. Also other indicators could be used. For example if a company is already 

aware of estimate projects which cost elements they are going to have when they 

enter in the order backlog. Then those cost elements could be used as indicators for 

other costs and purchase costs, ext. calculate models how they get estimated values 

from the historical data. 

It is hard to say can the estimate model be applied to other businesses. It could be 

possible but it demands definitely changes in calculate models because in them all 

calculations are executed in a project level. Perhaps other businesses have to 

execute the calculation models in different levels: purchase costs, ext. in a purchase 

order level, invoicing in a sales order level and other costs could be linked for 

example to inventories. However, the basic principle could be the same that they 

use historical data automatically. 

 

5.4 Further study 

Currently net working capital estimation model is used in Microsoft Excel. Because 

the goal of the study was that the tool would be easy and simple to use the tool 

should be linked to case company’s systems if wanted to improve the usage. In this 

moment NWC estimation and actual reporting are reported in the corporate’s 

reporting system like all other income statement and balance sheet reporting. The 

linkage between NWC estimation model and the corporate’s reporting system 

belongs to further study. It would be executed in the way that a template would be 

created in Microsoft Excel in which estimation values for NWC accounts are copied 

automatically from NWC estimation model. There would be a link between the 
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template and the reporting system. When pressing the input button in the template, 

estimate values would be automatically inputted in the corporate’s reporting 

system. Without the linkage the estimate values should be inputted manually in the 

system which would take most of the time in the NWC estimation process. The 

automatic input would save significantly used time in the estimation. 

The discontinuity in the calculation when POC receivables are involved in net 

working capital structure in the case company belongs also to further study. As 

proven in this study POC changes the total value of NWC more positive. It has to 

be studied is it possible to change the calculation so that the total value of NWC 

would remain the same even if POC receivables are included in NWC structure or 

not. One solution could be that POC receivables, not POC costs, would be reduced 

from WIP in which case the amount of recognized project margin would not be 

created to make the difference in NWC. But it has to explored is it right way to 

calculate POC receivables. Also the systems should be examined how suitable are 

they for the possible change. However, the change of the calculation in POC 

receivables would demand the acceptance and the participation of corporate’s 

treasury and accounting team in the decision making because the change in 

calculation would change significantly the balance sheet structure and also the 

analysis of net working capital. 

Obviously, the model will need continuous development. For the model has been 

defined an acceptable error marginal, 4 %. If the estimation will not fit in the 4 % 

marginal when comparing to actuals the reason for it should be explored and 

repaired if possible. If the reason is a wrong calculation in the model the 

calculations should be re-examined. For example if the estimation of accounts 

receivables in estimate projects was not enough accurate it would be necessary to 

change the calculation so that the estimation of accounts receivables would be based 

on customer DSO history, not on the firm’s payment terms, like Gundavelli & 

Pacheco (2002, p. 32) have discovered. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, net working capital estimation model was developed for the case 

company which operates in project business. The estimation of net working capital 

requires a built model. By the model components can be linked together and 

estimation can be executed automatically. The automation of the model reduces 

manual work and that is why it eases and speeds up the use and reduces manual 

errors. The following points should be taken into account when developing the net 

working capital estimation model: 

Sales must be estimated first. It is linked to almost all of the NWC components and 

determines the level for variables. Sales should be estimated in the same time frame 

in which the estimation is wanted to be executed. In project business it means the 

definition of estimate projects in the systems. Then the estimation would be as 

realistic as possible also in the end of the estimation time frame. 

In project business the estimation calculation should be executed in a project level. 

The projects work as the basis of the net working capital in project business. All the 

major affecting net working capital accounts get values from projects. These are 

accounts receivables and payables, work in progress and advances received. In the 

case company also missing cost provision, warranty provision and POC receivables 

are included in those components. 

Historical data should be used in estimation. There are no plans or forecasts for all 

components in delivery phase for example it is impossible to forecast actual costs 

to WIP accurately in monthly. And in estimation phase projects do not have any 

plans, like invoicing plans. That is why the historical data is useful in estimation. 

In project business it means that the average value from older corresponding 

projects brings the estimate value for a target project. However, the use of the 

historical data requires definitions how corresponding projects are defined for a 

target project, for example organizational structure and size category. The strictness 

of the definitions should be in a proper balance. Then the historical data would bring 

enough volume to average values but the corresponding projects would still be 

enough similar to the target project. 
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Calculation models should be developed for major affecting components. In the 

case company the new calculation models are developed for external purchase costs 

(accounts payables, ext.), other costs (WIP) and invoicing (accounts receivables, 

ext. and advances received, ext.). The calculation should connect the use of 

historical data (model values), plans (forecast values) and already accumulated 

actuals (actual values) to a project. The connection creates a common calculation 

for all projects (estimate, delivery and warranty phase projects). Model values are 

calculated in percentages from estimated net sales and COGS to get values in 

monetarily. By the calculation in percentages the model utilizes a timeline which is 

needed because the length of the projects are different. Forecast values are got from 

invoicing plans and made purchase orders so that estimate values for accounts 

receivables and payables and advances received would be as realistic as possible. 

From the model value is derived also a remaining value which is affected by how 

large are actual and also forecast values of a project. The total value is formed by 

the sum of actual, forecast and remaining values. By the remaining value the model 

repairs itself when the project has progressed. From these calculation models 

(external purchase costs, others costs and invoicing) are developed the NWC 

accounts to get the final estimate values in accurate level. 

Components which are difficult to forecast automatically should be estimated by 

using actuals or own evaluations. It depends on the net working capital structure of 

a firm but net working capital can include components which are difficult to 

estimate by an automatic model. In project business these components could be 

components which do not get values straightly from projects, for example materials 

and supplies in inventories. In the case company the value of the materials and 

supplies is really stable so it is easier estimate without a model. The own developed 

model for it would waste just resources. That is why an input template is built in 

the estimate model for NWC accounts which do not get values from projects, are 

really stable or have so minor value. 

Input template and calculation models should be connected to an output template. 

The output template should take values automatically from the input template and 

calculate models. Only actions which a user has to do are to input the new estimate 

values in the input template and click Refresh –button to get the data from the 
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calculation model which is in Project Management Tool (PMT) in the case 

company. Currently the user should look the final estimate values from the output 

template and then input them manually into the corporate’s reporting system but it 

belongs to further study in the case company to create an automatic link between 

the output template and the corporate’s reporting system to reduce the manual work. 

POC receivables should not change the total value of net working capital structure 

in the operational view. POC receivables are part of the advanced net working 

capital and they are included in the case company’s net working capital structure. 

However, POC receivables cause the amount of recognized project margin 

difference into the total value of NWC in the case company and in that way create 

the discontinuity in the calculation although it is not allowed. POC receivables in 

itself are unfinished works and related to work in progress but they are not liquidity 

items. This discontinuity makes the analysis of net working capital harder because 

then net working capital does not illustrate how much money is really committed 

in everyday business. The discontinuity in the calculation when POC receivables 

are involved in NWC structure belongs to further study in the case company. 
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APPENDIXES 

Appendix 1. NWC process in CC project 

   

Sale received Already in the process

Comes in the process

Advance invoice to customer

+ Accounts receivables, ext Leaves the process                           

- Open advance invoices, CC

Advance payment received

+ Accounts receivables, ext

- Open advance invoices, CC

- Received advance payments, CC

Subcontracting/materials purchased

+ WIP

- Accounts payables, ext

- Received advance payments, CC

Payment of subcontracting/materials

- Accounts payables, ext

+ WIP

- Received advance payments, CC

Production

+ WIP    > 0 --> + WIP

- Received advance payments, CC    < 0 --> - Missing cost provision

Final installment to customer Revenue recognition Integration of WIP and POC costs

+ Accounts receivables, ext - POC costs (Total Estimated COGS) + WIP / - Missing cost provision

- Received advance payments, CC + WIP + Accounts receivables, ext

+ WIP + Accounts receivables, ext

Warranty provision charged Final payment received

- Warranty provision + Accounts receivables, ext

+ WIP / - Missing cost provision + WIP / - Missing cost provision

Warranty time expired

- Warranty provision

+ WIP / - Missing cost provision

T
im

e
li

n
e

If WIP (Actual Costs) - POC costs =



 

 

Appendix 2. NWC process in POC project 

 

 

  

Sale received Already in the process

Comes in the process

Advance invoice to customer

+ Accounts receivables, ext Leaves the process                                

- Open advance invoices, POC (-/+)

 > 0 --> Open advance invoices, POC (-)

Advance payment received  < 0 --> Open advance invoices, POC (+)

+ Accounts receivables, ext

- Open advance invoices, POC (-/+)

- Received advance payments, POC (-/+)  > 0 --> Received advance payments, POC (-)

 < 0 --> Received advance payments, POC (+)

Subcontracting/materials purchased

+ WIP

- Accounts payables, ext

- Received advance payments, POC (-/+)

Payment of purchasement

- Accounts payables, ext

+ WIP

- Received advance payments, POC (-/+)

Production

+ WIP

- Received advance payments, POC (-/+)

POC milestone (Revenue recognition) Integration of WIP and POC costs

+ POC receivables (n % from Est. NS) + WIP / - Missing cost provision

- POC costs (n % from est. COGS) + POC receivables (+/-) + POC receivables (+/-)

+ WIP + WIP

- Received advance payments, POC (-/+) - POC costs

- Received advance payments, POC (-/+)

Final installment to customer

+ Accounts receivables, ext

- POC receivables (+/-)    > 0 --> + WIP

- Received advance payments, POC (-/+)    < 0 --> - Missing cost provision

+ WIP / - Missing cost provision

Final payment received Warranty provision charged

+ Accounts receivables, ext - Warranty provision

+ WIP / - Missing cost provision

Warranty time expired

- Warranty provision

+ WIP / - Missing cost provision

- Received advance payments, POC 

(-/+)

If WIP (Actual Costs) - POC costs =

T
im

e
li

n
e

If POC receivables - Advance payments

Netting of POC receivables and 

advances received

If POC receivables - Advance payments



 

 

Appendix 3. NWC process description for CC project 

 

 

  

CC Under 5 million € projects

Action NWC Transactions NWC transaction description When happens?

+ Accounts receivables, ext

- Open advance invoices, CC

+ Accounts receivables, ext

- Open advance invoices, CC

- Received advance payments, CC

Subcontracting/ + WIP

materials purchased - Accounts payables, ext

- Accounts payables, ext

Production + WIP

+ Accounts receivables, ext

- Received advance payments, CC

- POC costs

  (Total Estimated COGS)

Integration of WIP + WIP / - Missing cost provision

and POC costs

+ Accounts receivables, ext

- Warranty provision

- Warranty provision

+ WIP / - Missing cost provision

Warranty provision and WIP/missing cost 

provision are recognized into the income 

statement from project and the project isn't 

affecting to NWC anymore. The project is 

terminated from the project list.

When the warranty period will 

be expired.

Payment of purchasement

Advance payment received

Advance invoice to 

customer

Warranty provision charged

Warranty time expired

Final payment received

Revenue recognition

Final installment to customer

When the revenue of the project is 

recognized and taken to the income 

statement will POC costs reduce WIP. The 

amount is the total estimated COGS of the 

project.

When the contract is 

completed and the 100 % 

POC milestone is reached.

POC costs integrate with WIP. It occurs 

when POC costs are deducted from WIP. 

If the difference is positive the rest of the 

amount will be +WIP. But if the difference 

is negative the rest of the amount will 

The amount of the purchasement increases 

WIP and accounts payables. The amount 

comes from the percentage share of the 

assumed purchasement (based on historical 

data from source projects) which is taken 

from the total estimated COGS.

When subcontracting or 

materials are purchased and 

the purchase invoice for the 

project is received.

The amount of the purchasement is 

reduced from accounts payables.

When subcontracting or 

materials have been paid.

When the contract is 

completed and the 100 % 

POC milestone is reached.

The amount comes from the percentage 

share of the assumed production (based on 

historical data from source projects) which 

is taken from the total estimated COGS. 

How much of costs (mostly work hours) 

are assumed to use into production in the 

month.

When production is on and 

actual costs (other than 

external procurement costs: 

work hours, etc.) are 

cumulated for the project.

The amount of the final installment 

increases accounts receivables. Received 

advance payments for the project do not 

affect to NWC anymore.

When the final installment is 

taken from the system and 

sent to customer.

The amount of the sent advance invoice 

increases accounts receivables and open 

advance invoices. The amount is got from 

expected invoicing in the system.

When the advance invoice is 

sent to the customer.

Accounts receivables of the final 

installment are terminated.

When the customer pays the 

final installment.

When the customer has paid 

the advance invoice. The 

received advance payment will 

remain in NWC until the final 

installment is sent to 

The amount is reduced from accounts 

receivables and transfered from open 

advance invoices to received advances 

(CC).

The amount of the warranty provision 

comes from PMT. The value is formed 

from Warranty Provision - Actual Costs 

(warranty phase) - Hard Commitments 

Month after the sending of the 

installment, will the warranty 

provision be charged.



 

 

Appendix 4. NWC process description for POC project 

 

  

POC Over 5 million € projects

Action NWC Transactions NWC transaction description When happens?

+ Accounts receivables, ext

- Open advance invoices, POC

+ Accounts receivables, ext

- Open advance invoices, POC

- Received advance payments, POC

+ WIP

- Accounts payables, ext

- Accounts payables, ext

Production + WIP

+ POC receivables (n % from est. NS)

- POC costs (n % from est. COGS)

+ POC receivables (+/-)

Integration of WIP + WIP / - Missing cost provision

and POC costs

+ Accounts receivables, ext

+ POC receivables (+/-)

- Received advance payments, POC

+ Accounts receivables, ext

- Warranty provision

- Warranty provision

+ WIP / - Missing cost provision

The amount of the purchasement increases 

WIP and accounts payables. The amount 

comes from the percentage share of the 

assumed purchasement (based on historical 

data from source projects) which is taken 

from the total estimated COGS.

When subcontracting or 

materials are purchased and 

the purchase invoice for the 

project is received.

Month after the sending of the 

installment, will the warranty 

provision be charged.

The amount of the warranty provision 

comes from PMT. The value is formed 

from Warranty Provision - Actual Costs 

(warranty phase) - Hard Commitments 

(warranty phase).

Warranty provision and WIP/missing cost 

provision are recognized into the income 

statement from project and the project isn't 

affecting to NWC anymore. The project is 

terminated from the project list.

When the warranty period will 

be expired.

When POC-% increases and 

new POC milestone is 

reached.

The amount of POC costs comes from 

Estimated COGS for the set POC-%. POC 

costs are calculated from the formula: POC 

receivables * (1 - GP-%) = POC costs.

POC receivables are divided either to asset 

side of the balance sheet (+) or to liabilities 

side of the balance sheet (-). If POC 

receivables - Advances received is positive, 

are POC receivables also positive (+). If it 

is negative, are POC receivables also 

negative (-).

When POC-% increases and 

new POC milestone is 

reached.

POC costs integrate with WIP. It occurs 

when POC costs are deducted from WIP 

(WIP - POC costs). If the remainder is 

positive, will the amount be WIP which 

increases NWC. But if the remainder is 

negative, will the amount be missing cost 

provision which decreases NWC.

Advance invoice to 

customer

Final installment to customer

Final payment received

Warranty provision charged

Warranty time expired

Netting of POC receivables 

and advances received

POC receivables are got from the POC plan 

in PMT. The amount of POC receivables 

comes from the percentage of net sales 

(POC-% * Net Sales). POC-%s are set for 

every month. 

When POC-% increases and 

new POC milestone is 

reached.

The amount of the final installment 

increases accounts receivables. Received 

advance payments for the project do not 

affect to NWC anymore. The POC charge 

is expired in the project.

When the final installment is 

taken from the system and 

sent to customer.

The amount of the sent advance invoice 

increases accounts receivables and open 

advance invoices. The amount is got from 

expected invoicing in the system.

When the advance invoice is 

sent to the customer.

The amount is reduced from accounts 

receivables and transfered from open 

advance invoices to received advance 

payments (POC).

When the customer has paid 

the advance invoice. The 

received advance payment will 

remain in NWC until the final 

installment is sent to 

customer.

The amount of the purchasement is reduced 

from accounts payables.

When subcontracting or 

materials have been paid.

Advance payment received

Payment of purchasement

POC milestone (Revenue 

recognition)

Subcontracting / materials 

purchased

Accounts receivables of the final installment 

are terminated.

When the customer pays the 

final installment.

The amount comes from the percentage 

share of the assumed production (based on 

historical data from source projects) which 

is taken from the total estimated COGS. 

How much of costs (mostly work hours) 

are assumed to use into production in the 

When production is on and 

actual costs (other than 

external procurement costs: 

work hours, etc.) are 

cumulated for the project.



 

 

Appendix 5. Output template of the net working capital estimation model 

 

 

  

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan

Net working capital -123 200 -112 700 -122 800 -101 900 -129 500 -133 600 -116 600 -104 800 -99 500 -116 300 -131 700 -106 700

Inventories 126 800 121 800 120 800 124 900 116 900 119 900 120 400 112 900 130 000 127 000 115 000 129 000

Materials and supplies 14 800 14 800 14 800 14 900 14 900 14 900 14 900 14 900 15 000 15 000 15 000 15 000

Work in progress 112 000 107 000 106 000 110 000 102 000 105 000 105 500 98 000 115 000 112 000 100 000 114 000

Finished products 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Operative receivables, ext. 56 000 76 000 64 500 71 000 84 500 68 500 76 500 77 500 72 500 67 500 72 500 76 500

Trade receivables, ext. 35 000 55 000 44 000 50 500 64 000 48 000 56 000 57 000 52 000 47 000 52 000 56 000

Other receivables, ext. 21 000 21 000 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500

Operative liabilities, ext 280 000 289 000 279 100 275 300 278 400 286 000 295 000 284 700 268 000 277 800 276 700 285 200

Trade payables, ext. 58 000 66 000 58 000 51 000 62 000 64 000 71 000 69 000 48 000 55 000 50 000 60 000

Advances received, ext. 51 000 49 800 48 500 51 000 42 800 47 800 48 900 43 000 47 900 50 100 53 100 51 500

    Open advance invoices, CC 1 000 800 1 500 2 000 1 800 2 800 1 900 3 000 2 900 2 100 1 100 1 500

    Received advance payments, CC 50 000 49 000 47 000 49 000 41 000 45 000 47 000 40 000 45 000 48 000 52 000 50 000

Provisions 133 000 135 200 134 600 135 300 135 600 136 200 136 100 133 700 133 100 133 700 134 600 134 700

    Warranty provision 40 000 40 200 40 100 41 000 40 600 40 800 40 700 40 200 39 800 39 700 40 600 40 500

    Missing cost provision 85 000 87 000 86 500 86 300 87 000 87 400 87 400 85 500 85 300 86 000 86 000 86 200

    Other provisions 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000

Other liabilities, ext 38 000 38 000 38 000 38 000 38 000 38 000 39 000 39 000 39 000 39 000 39 000 39 000

POC -26 000 -21 500 -29 000 -22 500 -52 500 -36 000 -18 500 -10 500 -34 000 -33 000 -42 500 -27 000

POC: Revenue in excess of adv billings 43 000 51 000 22 000 37 500 12 500 66 000 35 500 3 500 37 000 91 000 43 000 63 000

    POC receivables (+) 285 000 300 000 285 000 285 000 292 000 325 000 314 000 289 000 335 000 351 000 320 000 330 000

    Received advance payments, POC (-) -240 000 -245 000 -260 000 -245 000 -277 000 -255 000 -275 000 -280 000 -290 000 -256 000 -272 000 -259 000

    Open advance invoices, POC (-) -2 000 -4 000 -3 000 -2 500 -2 500 -4 000 -3 500 -5 500 -8 000 -4 000 -5 000 -8 000

POC: Adv billings in excess of revenue 69 000 72 500 51 000 60 000 65 000 102 000 54 000 14 000 71 000 124 000 85 500 90 000

    POC receivables (-) -205 000 -200 000 -185 000 -190 000 -230 000 -202 000 -233 000 -300 000 -220 000 -195 000 -232 000 -244 000

    Received advance payments, POC (+) 270 000 265 000 234 000 223 000 280 000 299 000 278 000 301 000 265 000 310 000 304 000 315 000

    Open advance invoices, POC (+) 4 000 7 500 2 000 27 000 15 000 5 000 9 000 13 000 26 000 9 000 13 500 19 000



 

 

Appendix 6. Input template of the net working capital estimation model 

 

Actual Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

Inventories

Materials and supplies 14 800 14 800 14 800 14 800 14 900 14 900 14 900 14 900 14 900 15 000 15 000 15 000 15 000 15 100

Operative receivables, ext.

Other receivables, ext. 21 000 21 000 21 000 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500

Operative liabilities, ext

Other provisions 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000

Other liabilities, ext 38 000 38 000 38 000 38 000 38 000 38 000 38 000 39 000 39 000 39 000 39 000 39 000 39 000 39 500


